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1. GLENROY 

INTRODUCTION 
Glen Roy is one of the most famous landform landmarks in the British Isles. It is 

internationally recognised as a classic geomorphological loc:ality for the Parallel 
Roads, a series of ice-dammed lake shorelines formed during the Late Pleistocene. 
First documented by Thomas Pennant in 1771, Glen Roy has been the subject of 
over seventy scientific papers and is widely quoted in texts on physical geology and 
geomorphology. The Parallel Roads, however, are not merely a scientific curiosity; 
they are also regarded as a "natural wonder", As such, their story is rooted in local 
culture and legend concerning the mythical Gaelic hero, Fingal. In the 19th century 
their fame enticed eminent travellers and scientists to the area, including Charles 
Darwin and Louis Agassiz. In more recent times Glen Ray is a noted attraction for 
visitors to Lochaber, both for its scenic impact and for the striking demonstration it 
provides of the imprint of the Pleistocene Ice Ages on tbe landscape of Scotland. 

THE PARALLEL ROADS AND RELATED FEATURES 

The first published description ofthe Parallel Roads was by Thomas Pennant in 
1771 in his work A Tour in Scotland. 1769. Although bad weather prevented him from 
visiting what he ealled the "celebrated parallel roads", be noted the local belief that 
they had been constructed to facilitate hunting, a view later echocd by Rev. Thomas 
Ross in the Old Statis/ical Account. According to Ross (1796) the roads. or the "Casan" 
as they were known locally, were "one of the most stupendous monuments ofhuman 
industry" (p. 549). Local tradition held tbat they were built either by the Kings of 
Scotland when they resided in the Castle at Inverlochy, about eleven miles from Glen 
Roy, or by the Gaelic mythical hero, Fingal, and his followers. In support of the latter 
explanation Ross noted that the features were locally called "Fingalian roads". 

By the early 19th century the Parallel Roads were variously "explained" in the 
scientific literature as aqueducts for irrigation, diluvial shorelines, marine shorelines 
or shorelines of debris-dammed lakes. The marine school initially found strong 
proponents in both Charles Darwin and Charles LycJl. The former, in particular, 
was deeply impressed by Glen Roy. On 9th August 1838 he wrote to Lyell, "I 
wandered ovlf the mountains in all directions and examined that most 
extraordinary district. I think without any exception, not even the first volcanic 
island, the first elevated beach, or the passage of the Cordillera, was so interesting to 
me as this week. It is far the most remarkable area I ever examined... , 1 can assure 
you Glen Roy has astonished me" (Darwin, 1887, p. 293). At that time Darwin was 
in favour ofa marine origin for the Parallel Roads. It was only 23 years later, in 1861, 
that he recanted this belief and accepted the fact that the Roads represented the 
shores of a glacial lake. However, it was Louis Agassiz (1840, 1842), a pre-eminent 
figure in the development of the glacial theory in Britain, who first identified the 
imprint of glacier ice and propounded the existence offarmer ice-dammed lakes in 
Glen Roy, following a visit there in 1840 with William Buckland. This idea was 
subsequently elaborated by T.F. Jamieson (1863, 1892) in what was to be the 
definitive work on the area for over a century. NIore recently, in a series of papers 
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based on detailed mapping and surveying,j.B. Sissons has refined the explanation of 
the Parallel Roads and outlined in detail the sequence of events in their formation. 
His work also reveals the Parallel Roads to be part of a remarkable complex of 
glacial, fluvioglacial and glaciolacustrine landforms and sediments extending from 
Loch Laggan in the east through Glen Spean, Glen Roy and Glen Gloy to near Fort 
William in the west and north-east to the Great Glen, Loch Ness and Inverness. 

The formation and distribution of the Parallel Roads have been described in 
detail by Sissons (1978). Largely, they are former lake shorelines, although locally 
they occur as fluvioglacial terraces. Three main roads occur in Glen Roy at average 
altitudes of 350, 325 and 260m O.D.; one in Glen Gloy at 355m and one in Glen 
Spean at 260m. Typically they are cut in bedrock and comprise an erosional floor 
and backslope and a depositional foreslope. Horizontal widths range from 1.6 to 
63.6m, and the backing cliff reaches a maximum height of6m (Sissons 1978). To 
explain the development of the features, Sissons (1978) invoked a combination of 
wave action and powerful frost disruption of the bedrock along each shoreline. 
Detailed levelling by Sissons and Cornish (1982a and b) has shown that the shorelines 
are not uniformly tilted or warped, and that differential movements have occurred 
between blocks of the earth's crust. 

The sequence of events in the formation of the ice-dammed lakes and their 
subsequent drainage was summarised by Sissons (1981a), drawing on the details of 
his earlier papers (Sissons 1977, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c). Lakes in Glen Roy, Glen Gloy 
and Glen Spean were impounded by ice of the Loch Lomond Advance from west of 
the Great Glen coalescing with glaciers from the Ben Nevis range and from the 
ground to the south via the Laire and Treig breached valleys. Wilson (1900) and 
Peacock (1970) established ice movement patterns from striations and the 
distributions oferratics, and Sissons (1979a) has mapped and discussed the ice limits 
and related landforms which include spectacular lateral moraines, end moraines and 
hummocky moraine. At its maximum extent the ice reached the western end of the 
present Loch Laggan and penetrated upvalley into Glen Roy and Glen Gloy. In 
doing so, it ponded back a series of ice-dammed lakes. The levels of these were 
controlled by the altitudes of the lowest ice-free cols on their perimeters Oamieson, 
1863; Sissons, 1977). At the maximum extent of the ice the Gloy lake overflowed 
through the col at 355m on the Gloy-Turret watershed into the Roy lake which 
attained maximum dimensions of 16km in length and 200m in depth. The level ofthe 
Roy lake was controlled by the 350m col leading into the Spey valley at the head of 
the glen. The waters ofa contemporary lake in Glen Glas Dhoire escaped to the east 
through a col at 325m into an extensive lake at 260m related to the Feagour col at the 
eastern end of the present Loch Laggan. Following some recession oftthe ice in Glen 
Roy, the 325m col become available as an outlet for the Roy lake, and the latter fell to 
its second major level. Subsequent decay and retreat of the ice margin to the vicinity 
of Spean Bridge allowed the Roy lake to fall to the level of the 260m lake in Glen 
Spean which at its maximum extent was 35km long. In Glen Gloy the level ofthe lake 
remained constant, as the col at the head of the glen is the lowest in the watershed. 

From his detailed investigation of the field evidence, Sissons (1976b) proposed 
that the 260m lake was drained by catastrophic subglacial flow (jokulhlaup) through 
the Spean gorge and northwards along the Great Glen to the Moray Firth. At Fort 

Augustus an extensive spread ofsand and gravel is believed to have been deposited 
by the torrent, as is a large gravel deposit in the Beauly Firth at Inverness (Sissons, 
1981b). Very perceptively, ]amieson (1865) first raised the possibility that gravel 
deposits in the Inverness area might be related to the final catastrophic drainage of 
the Roy and Gloy lakes, although those he possibly had in mind are eskers and 
kames. Subsequently there was a period of oscillating lake levels and smaller 
jokulhlaups through the Spean gorge and later through the Lundy gorge. Upon the 
abandonment of the latter, drainage shifted back to the northeast, first as a 
'okulhlaup along a now-abandoned waterfall and channel near Glenfintaig House 
then via an overspill channel from a la ter lake in Glen Spean at113m. Considerable 
fluvial infill took place in Glen Roy and Glen Spean after the drainage of the 260m 
lake, and a complex series ofover twenty terraces has been identified (Sissons, 1979c), 
some of which relate to a variety of lower lake levels in Glen Spean and other, later, 
ones to higher levels ofLoch Lochy. Failure of the ice dam in Glen Spean led to final 
drainage through the Spean gorge, dissection of the valley in.fill and terrace 
deposition in the Gairlochy area. 

In upper Glen Roy Sissons and Cornish (1983) mapped extensive fans ofcoarse 
gravel deposited in the lowest lake of the rising sequ~nce. The largest feature is 
associated with outwash from a glacier in Glen Turret. As the lake level rose, the 
gravels were mantled with lake sediments (clays and silts), then further gravels as the 
lake level fell again. 

Detailed levelling of the Glen Roy shorelines has demonstrated differential 
glacio-isostatic uplift of crustal blocks at the start of the Holocene (Sissons and 
Cornish 1983a and b). These dislocations, together with several associated landslips 
may have been triggered by stresses associated with the Loch Lomond ice advance 
and with catastrophic drainage of the lakes. The authors point out that this evidence 
challenges some previous assumptions about the form of relict shorelines in areas of 
glacio-isostatic uplift and raises questions about crustaI response to loading and 
unloading at sites of former ice limits and glacial lakes elsewhere. 

SCIENTIFIC ASSESS11ENT 
Glen Roy is a site ofoutstanding importance for geomorphology. It is unique in 

Britain not on~~for the extent,.clarity and degree ofdevelopment of its shorelines but 
also for the r~arkable assemblage of related landforms and deposits. These record 
geomorphological processes both during and following successive episodes of ice
dammed lake development and catastrophic drainage, and include glacier 
moraines, stagnant ice deposits, kame terraces, meltwater gorges, lake /loor 
sediments, fans, deltas, river terraces and landslides. Glen Roy and adjacent areas 
provide the clearest and most complete assemblage of morphological and 
sedimentological evidence in Britain for the formation and drainage of Pleistocene 
ice-dammed lakes. Moreover, variations in the altitudes of "the shorelines have 
provided new and significant evidence concerning deformation and dislocation of 
the Earth's crust in glaciated areas. 

Although Pleistocene ice-dammed lakes have been identified elsewhere in 
Britain (e.g. Shotton, 1953; Straw, 1980; Gaunt, 1981), extensive shorelines are 
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rarely preserved. They have been recognised in association with, for example, Lake 
Harrison (Dury, 1953 - but see Ambrose and Brewster, 1982) and Lake Humber 
(Edwards, 1937). However, it is in the west Highlands ofScotland, in areas glaciated 
during the Loch Lomond Stadial, the very last glacial episode which ended a little 
over 10,000 years ago, that examples ofshorelines are best preserved, as in Glen Doe 
(Sissons, 1977), at Loch Tulla (Ballantyne, 1979), and most remarkably of all, in 
Glen Roy. Beyond the limits of the last glaciers any shorelines will be considerably 
older and wiU therefore have undergone significantly greater modification, 
particularly through the activity of periglacial processes known to have been 
widespread in Britain at the time of the Loch Lomond Stadial (cf Sissons 1979d). 

Ice-dammed lakes are commonly developed at the margins of modern glaciers 
(see Embleton and King, 1975), but unlike at Glen Roy, shorelines currcntiy forming 
arc typically small-scale beaches; rarely are water levels static for long periods or 
controlled at particular levels either by fluctuating ice fronts or cols. The Parallel 
Roads are therefore more comparable, for example, to Pleistocene lake shorelines in 
Scandinavia (e.g. Mannerfelt, 1945) and the Holocene shorelines in SW Greenland 
recently described by Dawson (1983); or even to some ofthe features associated with 
the Pleistocene Great Lakes of North America (Spencer, 1890), although the latter 
occur on a vastly greater scale (Leverett and Taylor, 1915). However, what 
distinguishes Glen Roy and the Parallel Roads as a locality of international 
importance for geomorphology is the total range of landforms, their clearly 
demonstrated relationships and the relatively compact extent of the whole 
assemblage. 

THE PARALLEL ROADS AND 
GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 

Glen Roy has long been recognised to merit designation as a locality of 
exceptional scientific interest. Prior to the formation of the Nature Conservancy in 
1949, Professor].G.c. Anderson compiled a list ofkey earth science sites in Scotland, 
including Glen Roy, to complement a similar list prepared for England by the 
Nature Reserves Investigation Committee. Subsequently in 1954, the Parallel Roads 
in Glen Roy and parts ofGlen Gloy and Glen Spean were notified as a Site ofSpecial 
Scientific Interest (SSSI). Concurrently, part of the site was being considered for 
designation as a National Nature Reserve (NNR), following the sale of the Glen 
Spean estate to the Forestry Commission in 1953, but it was to be a further 17 years 
before such partial designation was implemented. However, discussions between the 
Nature Conservancy and the Forestry Commission led to an agreement in 1958 that 
the greater part of Glen Roy would be left unafforested for ten years. Shortly 
thereafter, an investigation of the geomorphology of Glen Roy, supported by the 
Nature Conservancy, was commenced by Professor T.N. George and colleagues at 
the University of Glasgow. Unfortunately, the results of the work were never fully 
written-up, but the Nature ConseD-rancy was appraised of the importance of 
safeguarding parts of the valley floor in Glen Roy where lake and river deposits 
occurred, as well as the Parallel Roads themselves. 

Late in 1967, a meeting of interested earth scientists was called in Edinburgh to 
discuss Forestry Commission proposals for afforestation in Glen Roy, following 
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expiry of the ten year moratorium. This led to the purchase by the Nature 
Conservancy of 1168ha of the former Glen Spean estate in Glen Roy from the 
Forestry Commission, and this area was declared an NNR in 1970. To explain its 
interest, an information plaque, which has since been revised, was erected at the 
viewpoint and car park beside the road at Bohuntine Hill. In 1977, the Nature 
Conservancy Council (NCC) published an up-to-date account ofthe Parallel Roads 
of Glen Ray prepared by Dr. J.B. Sissons of the University of Edinburgh. The 
booklet includes suggestions for excursion routes and provides details of the 
geomorphological interests ofGlen Roy and adjacent areas both for the scientist and 
interested public. As part of the Geological Conservation Review, NCC's interest in 
the Glen Roy area was reappraised in the light of the thorough re-investigation by 
J-B. Sissons, and in 1981 the boundary of the SSSI was extended. 

Under established legislation the Nature Conservancy Council has been, and 
continues to be consulted over developments within the SSSI that require normal 
planning permission. Also the Council has been voluntarily consulted over numerous 
proposals by the Forestry Commission and private forestry groups for afforestation of 
various blocks of land within the SSSI, although this has not been a statutory 
requirement until the Wildlife and Countryside Act of 1981. The policy ofNCC has 
been to advise that the Parallel Roads should not be planted anywhere within the 
SSSI and that they should not be utilised or disturbed by vehicles or drainage ditches. 
It has also been NCC's policy to advise that there should be no afforestation in parts 
of Glen Roy and in other areas where important landforms and deposits occur. 
Unfortunately NCC's advice has not always been followed, but the Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981 now brings forestry within the range of notifiable operations 
over which NCC must be consulted. Hopefully, this will ensure that the Parallel 
Roads and related features continue to be widely accessible to both earth scientists 
and the public. 
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2. SOUTH ELMSALL QUARRY SSSI, 
WEST YORKSHIRE 
M.H. Elliott, Department of Planning,
 

West Yorkshire Metropolitan County Couruil
 

It is believed that the working oflimestone at this quarry ceased prior to 1947. 
The presence of disused kilns on Ordnance Survey Maps suggests that the 
production of agricultural lime was important during the quarry's life. 

In 1971 the former West Riding County Council received a preliminary 
enquiry in respect ofextending the quarry eastwards. This enquiry was discouraged 
and a planning application was not pursued. Incidentally this proposal could have 
removed the greater part of the reef. 

The site came to prominence in 1975 when a letter from the Institute of 
Geological Sciences to Miss Pennington-George ofDoncaster Metropolitan Borough 
M useum and Art Gallery was forwarded to the West Yorkshire Metropolitan 
County Council. This concerned the illegal tipping of builders' waste arising from a 
District Council housing improvement contract. 

At this time the County Council's Waste Disposal Department was negotiating 
with the landowners with a view to filling the fonner limestone quarry with domestic 
refuse and subsequently restoring the land to agriculture. A letter was also received 
from the Nature Conservancy Council indicating the importance of the exposure of 
the stromatolite reef. The Nature Conservancy Council claimed to have notified the 
former West Riding County Council in 1970 of the quarry as a SSSI. Unfortunately 
there was no record of this fact in the papers inherited by either West Yorkshire 
County Council or WakefieId Metropolitan District Council. 

Upon realising the true situation a meeting on site was convened between the 
County Council and the Nature Conservancy Council. This meeting formulated 
proposals that would preserve the reef exposure but not seriously reduce the waste 
disposal capacity. At a second meeting in January 1976 complete agreement on the 
scheme was reached; it was also agreed that the County Council would remove the 
illegally tipped waste from the quarry face. The County Council were subsequently 
granted planlJing permisssioI1 and a waste disposal licence. The tipping operations 
commenced"'!t the end of 1976. 

The story moves on to 1981 when the County Council commenced negotiations 
to purchase the site of the geological SSSI, in order to conserve this feature. This was 
necessary because the owner required compensation for the loss ofagricultural value 
ofthe small area that the SSSI covers and which would not be restored to agriculture 
at the end of tipping. These negotiations were carried out in consultation with the 
local office of the Nature Conservancy Council. 

At about the same time the County Council's tipping permission was extended 
about 100 yards south to Trough Lane. This was combined with a revision of the 
original proposed contours; due to a misunderstanding of the extent of the SSSI a 
small part of the exposure became covered in the early part of 1982. This was 
reported by Dr. Denys Smith of the Institute ofGeological Sciences. Immediate steps 
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were taken by the County Council to rectify the damage, and also clear debris from 
additional parts of the face. Satisfactory agreement with the Nature Conservancy 
Council was reached at a site meeting on 14th June 1982. Work was completed in 
November 1982. 

Contrary to the inference in the previous article about this site (Earth Science 
Conservation No. 20, p. 27) since the conservation aspects of this site were drawn to this 
authority's attention in 1975 there has never been any possibility that the County 
Council would completely fill and therefore obliterate the geological importance of 
this site. 

The County Council's Finance and General Purposes Committee approved the 
land purchase on 21st June, 1983. There has been a minor delay in the purchase 
because of boundary details but it is hoped that the purchase can be completed in 
1984. The tip has now been restored and is to be grass seeded in the Spring ofl984. 
Additional fencing and hedging will be installed, probably in Autumn 1984. 

The County Council are concerned about the conservation ofgeological SSSI's 
and officers of the Council have worked closely with the Nature Conservancy 
Council staff in the latest round of site notifications. It is a matter of concern that if 
Metropolitan County Councils are abolished there is unlikely to be the recognition 
of, and financial commitment to, the safeguarding of such sites. 

(This article is intended to correct any misapprehensions which might have 
arisen from material carried (p. 27) in the preceding number of Earth Science 
Comervation. The Editor is grateful to West Yorkshire Metropolitan County Council 
for setting the record straight.) 
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3. NATIONAL STONE CENTRE 

The following contribution, outlining proposals to establish a National Stone 
Centre in a complex of disused limestone quarries at Wirksworth in Derbyshire, has 
been supplied by Mr. LA. Thomas, Minerals Officer ofDerbyshire County Council 
and Secretary of the National Stone Centre Study Group. The Centre is to lie within 
the Steeplehouse Quarries GCR site, selected for its important assemblage of Lower 
Carboniferous reef deposits and its development will be totally in keeping with the 
long-term conservation of the geological interest; accordingly NCC supports the 
establishment of the Centre. 

lan ThOlnas writes: 
In early 1981, a small group from varied backgrounds - planning, museums, 

architecture, geology, adult education, concrete product manufacture and industrial 
history, came together to examine the possibility of establishing a museum of the 
stone industry. As the idea was researched, it became apparent that, not only was 
there a need for a centre to tell the history of the industry and its technology from 
hand working to multi-million pound processing complexes, there was also a strong 
case for interpreting the geological, land-use and environmental aspects ofquarrying 
to the public and to the professionals within that industry. For example, it was clearly 
necessary to describe how quarry products, essential to our very existence, could be 
extracted with the absolute minimum of damage to the local environment and 
landscape, be it in an urban or rural situation. It also became apparent that some 
sectors of the stone industry would welcome the opportunity to have access to a shop 
window for their products which were otherwise relatively unknown to architects 
and consumers, in the face of lavish publicity available for continental building 
stones. Further discussions convinced the Group that the enterprise had to be 
nationally based and that there was considerable potential for an even wider range of 
activities. 

Clearly, to be assured of success, the chosen site had to be readily accessible to 
the public, academics, the stone producers and users, and to professional visitors. It 
also had to be closely associated with active quarry operations and it was felt 
desirable that the area should be able to offer interesting geological and historical 
features.../< • 

Having established that various museum proposals in other parts of the country 
were not in direct competition, the search began to be narrowed down to the 
Derbyshire limestone, offering as it does the largest group of quarries and the most 
varied range of products in the country. There is the added bonus that adjacent 
counties can boast the largest outputs of igneous rocks (Leicestershire) and sandstone 
(Lancashire/Yorkshire). Furthermore, the Carboniferous Limestone outcrop lies 
within 80 miles of half the population of England and Wales (this being one of the 
main reasons for the scale ofquarrying here) and much of it is designated as the Peak 
District National Park, thus making it an ideal area to demonstrate the conflicts 
between quarrying and the environment, and the possibilities for resolution of 
problems in such sensitive areas. 

11 
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Almost one hundred active and dormant quarries in Derbyshire, including 
some sites in the Millstone Grit and Magnesian Limestone, were then examined 
against a list of28 criteria. The Cole Hill Complex ofsix abandoned quarries, just to 
the north of the market town ofWirksworth, complied to a very high degree with all 
the requirements. 

THE SITE 
For nearly 20 years, since their last use to supply stone to build the Ml, the 

Cole Hill quarries have lain dormant, apart from occasional extraction of blocks of 
building stone. Even before this last phase ofquarrying, the more limitea exposures, 
some ofwhich date back to the middle of the last century, aroused the keen interest of 
geologists. In the period since working ceased, the site has attracted students and 
researchers in ever-increasing numbers from as far afield as Aberdeen and Devon, 
including delegates to national and international conferences. These visitors now 
share the site with local dog-walkers and BMX bike riders. Indeed, the site, which is 
crossed by a number ofpublic footpaths, is regarded quite unofficially as an informal 
country park. The former Crornford and High Peak Railway, now probably the 
most heavily used footpath in this tourist county, bisects the site and provides an ideal 
access for cyclists and walkers. 

The six abandoned quarries on the site, still with valid planning permission for 
working, demonstrate a variety of scales of quarrying, from manual block working, 
through to large scale extraction. Between them, they expose what many would 
regard as the best teaching examples in this country of fringe reef structures. This 
view is shared by the staff of the Geology and Physiography Section of the Nature 
Conservancy Council. The lagoonal facies, reef core and fore-reef, belonging to the 
Brigantian Stage of the Dinantian, are to be seen in two excellent sections over a 
distance ofa few hundred metres. It is proposed, as part of the main development, to 
extend these sections by opening up and maintaining permanent exposures of the 
off-reef mudstone sequence. 

Not only is the site an ideal starting point for teaching and studying reef 
limestone geology, but both Cole Hill and the immediate surroundings offer first class 
and contrasting material for the sedimentologist, palaeontologist, geomorphologist 
and ore mineralogist. The area, on the south east tip of the Derbyshire Limestone 
Dome, offers the geologist, geomorphologist, biologist and ecologist a wealth of 
opportunity to study argillaceous and sandstone terrain, as well as carbonate areas, 
within five minutes walking distance. Within 2-3km there are opportunities to see 
sills, volcanic vents, lavas and occasional tuffs and, in the same area to the north and 
the west, there are extensively mineralised, dolomitised and silicified limestone, cave 
complexes and tufa deposits. It is also perhaps fortuitous that the last few years have 
seen a renewed interest in research into the Carboniferous Limestone and its 
associated igneous rocks, including the publication of the first official detailed 
geological mapping of the outcrop. 

Although the biological attributes of the site are less noteworthy, the area does 
exhibit a variety of habitats: cliffscrees, rock floors, spoil heaps, recolonised in places 
as grass and scrub land, former meadows of the mudstone areas, all ofwhich provide 
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a wide range of ecological niches. In some cases, this permits the rarer inland clifl 
species to establish themselves, albeit slowly. High lead and heavy metal values in 
some areas inhibit growth and give rise to unusual floras. The contrast between the 
arrested development of species colonising some of the man made habitats, 
particularly walls and rock floors, and those of the southern part of the site, with its 
covering ofboulder clay and loess-like material over calcareous mudstones and with 
its associated springline, is most marked. 

vVhereas the site in biological terms cannot claim to be ofnational significance, 
some plants ofvery restricted distribution in the country can be seen hen;, alongside a 
number of species less common nationally. The site is in the process of being 
designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest, on account of its geological 
importance. 

THE CHALLENGE 
The development of the National Stone Centre, offering a comprehensive range 

of services (for example, it will need to accommodate museum, storage, lecture and 
seminar facilities, shop, restaurants, offices, both for the Centre and possibly for 
professional services, and library (including a stone reference index)), in a sensitive, 
visually and scientifically important setting presents an exciting challenge. A 
response involving a high standard of development is implicit in the aims of the 
Centre, which include the demonstration of various means of accommodating 
quarrying and associated development in the landscape. It is for example proposed 
that parts of the site which are ecologically important wilderness areas should be 
subject to restricted access and in effect, form a barrier between the more frequented 
parts of the site and one of the quarries where access has to be controlled on account 
of security for proposed exhibits and public safety. 

As a means of furthering this aim, it is intended that the Centre will become a 
forum for conservationists, professional advisers, academics, planners, stone 
producers, processors and users, the trade associations and government agencies, to 
meet together to discuss matters such as planning legislation, standards for good 
housekeeping in the industry, including the suppression of noise, dust and reduction 
of the visual impact of quarrying, the assessment of need for the product and how it 
might best be met. Some of these aspects will of course be of interest to the general 
public, schools and colleges, and supporting literature, displays and visits will be 
arranged to cover these matters. 

The organisers will have other dilemmas. What is to be the policy on allowing 
visitors to collect specimens? How does one reconcile the competing needs for access 
to high quarry faces with the need for safety and the views ofthose who wish to see an 
unobstructed rock face? To what extent should one restrict access to parts of the site 
which have, for many years, almost become part of the public domain and are 
crossed by public rights of way? 

THE NEXT STEPS 
Having launched the project successfully in London last November, the original 

Study Group has made considerable progress in establishing a Company limited by 
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guarantee, which is to seek charitable status (and with which the Nature 
Conservancy Council have elected to be associated). Negotiations are being carried 
out on behalfof the proposed organisation, between Derbyshire County Council and 
the present owners to acquire the site with the aid of 100% Derelict Land 
Reclamation Grant. It is proposed to undertake sensitive low key reclamation work 
and, as part of Phase 1, to develop an industrial estate and associated Stone Trade 
Centre in the southem part ofthe area, so that the first units will be available in 1985. 
During the same period, detailed feasibility studies will be carried out to establish the 
best means of meeting the aims of the Centre and of obtaining financial support. 

Discussions on the latter are at an advanced stage as far as immediate running 
expenses are concerned; the scheme will have the joint support of the local 
authorities, the producing and servicing sectors of the stone industry, a variety of 
official agencies, including the Nature Conservancy Council, Countryside 
Commission, English Tourist Board and many others. In the longer term, it is 
proposed that many of the facilities will be self-financing or cross-financed from the 
services offered to the trade and professionals. The scheme has already generated 
considerable interest from disciplines as wide ranging as landscape architecture, 
photography, geology, explosive engineers, stone wall builders, civil engineers, as 
well as those directly concerned with the industry at all scales of operation. 

The detailed proposals for the Phase 1 works involve the land lying between 
Porter Lane and the High Peak Trail, and land immediately to the south ofthe Trail, 
north of the proposed industrial estate and Stone Trade Centre. 

The main elements in the scheme are as follows: 

1.	 Public access to the site will be via a new entrance offPorter Lane to a car park. 
Both will be designed sensitively, incorporating tree planting and landscaping, 
to reduce the visual impact on users of the adjacent High Peak Trail to the 
absolute minimum. 

2.	 The creation of safe access (i) for visitors (ii) for the setting up, operation, 
maintenance and care of exhibits in various parts of the site and especially the 
six abandoned quarries and (iii) to proposed buildings. 

3.	 Measures such as way marked trails and notice boards to enable the geology, 
biology.rand history of ~he site and the stone industry to be fully interpreted. 
This will include restricted access to certain small areas of the site which are of 
special ecological importance. 

4.	 The main buildings for the Centre will be developed on land to the south of the 
arch under the High Peak Trail, between existing quarries. Careful attention 
will be paid to their design and external appearance to minimise intrusion into 
the landscape but at the same time to provide a viewpoint over the site to allow 
interpretation of working quarries, and of the geology and countryside 
surrounding the site. It is for example hoped to demonstrate the use ofstone in 
modern structures in the buildings themselves. The buildings will be designed 
to allow phased development to take place as needs and finance permit. They 
will provide facilities for the public, researchers and technical/commercial 
visitors to the site and will include: 
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(i)	 Museum, exhibition, display areas, storage and workshop facilities. 
These will be used to interpret the environmental implications, geology, 
technology, history and biology associated with the site, and the stone 
industry nationally. 

(ii)	 Conference, lecture and small meeting rooms; research and office 
facilities, reference library including a "stone index". 

(iii)	 General reception and circulation areas, viewing galleries, a shop and a 
restaurant with associated kitchen and stores. 

(iv)	 General office accommodation for staff, plant rooms and toilets. 

5.	 The development of the Stone Centre will also involve the renovation of 
existing lime kilns on the site and the construction or rebuilding of other 
buildings and associated plant related to the stone industry - for example 
quarry workers cottages and stone processing plant. The more obtrusive 
elements will be housed in the former quarries. Demonstrations of old and 
modem techniques of winning and processing stone will take place but large 
scale commercial quarrying, which could still be carried out under the existing 
planning permission, will not be recommended. 

6.	 It is intended to make limited provision for recreation to enable the general 
visitor to use parts of the site, particularly prior to development, as a small 
country park. 

The National Stone Centre will be operated as a company limited by guarantee 
for which charitable status will be sought. It is proposed that Derbyshire County 
Council, other local authorities and representatives of the industry and national and 
regional agencies will become members of this company. 

THE STONE TRADE CENTRE 
Immediately to the south of the Stone Centre and bounded on other sides by 

the proposed industrial estate, it is planned to develop a National Stone Trade 
Centre. Although closely associated with the Stone Centre, the Trade Centre will 
operate as a separate enterprise by providing industrial, warehousing, showroom 
and other commercial facilities to enable stone producers and those servicing the 
stone industry to establish a base for their customers, nationally, regionally and 
locally. 

In the longer term, either in the Trade Centre or the Stone Centre itself, it is 
hoped to encourage the relevant trade and professional associations to relocate their 
headquarters and also to establish professional and technical advisory services. 

§ Further details of the scheme may be obtained from LA. Thomas, the National 
Stone Centre, clo County Planning Department, Derbyshire County Council, 
County Offices, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3AG. 
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4. RECORD OF THE ROCKS 
An Introduction to the National Scheme 

for Geological Site Documentation 
M.P. Stanley, Derbyshire Museums Service 

Problems concerning the availability of geological sites for teaching and 
research have grown steadily in number over the past ten years. Economic and legal 
pressures on landowners, the restoration of derelict land, and in particular the 
infilling of quarries and the growth of student numbers, have all contributed to a 
gradual decline in the quantity ofsites for fieldwork. At some sites where the interest 
is of a very limited extent the Nature Conservancy Council (NCC) has had to resort 
to permits and access control in order to prevent the removal ofthe resources for sale 
as curios. In addition the steady growth in fieldwork has put increased pressure on the 
decreasing number of localities which remain available for educational use and 
many Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI's) of importance for research have 
been damaged by heavy educational usage. To try and ease these growing problems, 
the NCC decided to identify alternative sites to the overworked SSSI's and in 1975 
contacted many provincial museums to discover if they possessed site information. It 
was a timely initiative. 

Museum geologists began to stir themselves in 1974 with the formation of the 
Geological Curators' Group, now a specialist group of the Geological Society. 
Dissatisfied with the state and status of the science in museums, the group has made 
notable progress, most importantly perhaps in the documentation of historic 
collections and their unhappy demise, but not least in its concern for geological 
conservation. Examination of the role of geological curators has caused a wide 
acceptance by provincial museums of local responsibilities and emphasis has 
increasingly been laid on local geology. A part of this movement incorporated the 
collection of information about geological sites to provide a framework for local 
collection policies and an information resource in its own right. Thus, the NCC and 
museum geologists met. 

In short, the GCG conceived and organised a National Scheme for Geological 
Site Documentation, initiated in 1977 with the aid ofNCC finance. The scheme is 
based on 38,~ecord Centres: almost all museums, each collecting and recording 
information about sites according to recognised methods and standards, laid down in 
a handbook published to accompany the Scheme (Cooper et al., 1980, Geological 
Record Centre Handbook, Museum Documentation Association, Duxford, Cambridge
shire). 

The main achievement of the Scheme has been the large number of enquiries, 
upwards of 800 during 1983, received by Centres from many and varied 
organisations. Two main users are apparent - planning athhorities and schools 
-but during the main phase of the Geological Conservation Review the NCC was 
perhaps the biggest user. Since the initiation of the Scheme, Centres have been 
extensively used by local authoJ:ity planning departments to enable them to produce 
more authoritative reports regarding mineral assessments, waste disposal, county 
and district structure plans and reclamation schemes. Other notable users of 
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information have been the Belvoir Coalfield Inquiry (Leicestershire Record Centre), 
Stanstead Airport Inquiry (Letchworth Record Centre), British Geological Survey, 
Gas Boards and Road Construction Units. 

Geology teachers have greeted the Scheme with enthusiasm, particularly where 
individual centres have made efforts to advertise their existence through the 
Association of Teachers of Geology. Bristol Museum makes considerable use of its 
Centre's locality information for the consumption of geology teachers through 
annually circulated publications. 

Each Centre is responsible for its own records and the dissemination of 
information - there are no plans for a centralised data bank although this is 
certainly feasible. The 1983 Annual Report of the Scheme shows that over 19,000 site 
records are held in Centres. These include data on boreholes, mines, disused and 
active quarries and pits, restored sites, geomorphological features and natural and 
temporary exposures. Each site has a site file containing information obtained 
initially through fieldwork and!or literature searches plus all additional material 
known, i.e. site maps, photographs, sections and photocopied publications. From the 
site file a Summary Record Sheet is produced, which as its name implies, gives a 
convenient summary of the contents of the file. The Sheet provides an ideal 
document for copying and distribution and saves considerable time and duplication 
of effort in repeated searching and collating of site information. Clearly, there are 
many more potential site records than those already held and one way the Scheme 
hopes to progress is via the great abundance of amateur interest in geology; Centres 
would be glad of assistance from this quarter. However, if the Scheme is to provide 
the comprehensive service that is really needed then there are problems to overcome. 

The coverage of the country is very patchy. Scotland and Wales are very poorly 
served and other areas popular with schools and universities are only barely 
accounted for. 

Quality information about sites needs to be attracted to the Scheme. A massive 
store of unpublished and valuable material is locked away in the notebooks of 
professional geologists and the theses of final year and post-graduate students. 

Indeed, the geological profession as a whole needs to reassess its attitude to 
museums with regard not only to site information, but also to specimens, to ensure 
that in the future museums will hold secure the heritage of the science for the benefit 
of the science. 

HOW THE SCHEME WORKS 
I.	 A number of Record Centres have been designated throughout the country. 

These institutions, usually museums, are responsible for the collection, storage, 
maintenance and carefully controlled dissemination of information 
concerning geological localities. 

2.	 To aid the collection of this information, Record Units have also been 
designated. These are institutions, societies and other groups which, whilst not 
being able to take on the full responsibilities of a Record Centre, are able to 
collect information and pass it on to a suitable Record Centre. 
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3.	 The information which is collected for the purpose of the Scheme concerns all 
aspects of geological localities and will be used to answer questions such 
as:

Where is the locality and what is it?
 
What is its present condition?
 
What are its geological features"?
 
What is its history?
 
Who owns and manages the locality?
 
Can one visit the locality?
 
What is it used for and by whom?
 
How can it be used for teaching"?
 
What published information exists?
 
What has been found there?
 

4.	 This information is collected according to nationally agreed methods and 
standards. To do this, special recording forms have been produced in 
conjunction with the Museums Documentation Advisory Unit. In addition 
definitive handbooks have been produced to standardise procedures and, 
along with the recording forms, are available from the Museums 
Documentation Association, Duxford, Cambridgeshire. 

5.	 The dissemination of information is strictly controlled. No enquirer will be 
allowed to inspect records personally or gain information from them without 
providing satisfactory references or acceptable reasons for his or her interest. 
The organisers of the Scheme are acutely aware of the problems caused by, 
amongst others, the more unscrupulous dealers and collectors. Localities will 
be graded according to their educational, scientific and conservational merits 
and information about them released accordingly. 

6.	 Information about the most 'sensitive' sites will be regarded as confidential and 
will be released only in the most exceptional circumstances. This 
confidentiality may apply to all or only part of a locality record. 

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
The Scheme depends upon a plentiful supply of manpower for the collection of 

information ~th in the field, ~nd from published and other sources. Each Record 
Centre will have a limited amount ofstaffand time available for this task, and will be 
unable to maintain a high rate of productivity necessary for the Scheme to develop 
quickly. Many groups and individuals will have the interest and expertise to help, 
and thus play an important part in the National Scheme. We need the help of:

Local Geological Societies 
County Trusts for Nature Conservation 
University and College staff and students 
School teachers and pupils 
Adult Education classes 
Individual amateur and professional geologists. 

If you are able to offer assistance, your nearest Record Centre or Recording 
U nit would be pleased to hear from you. Furthermore, if your society or association 
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has the required expertise it could be designated as a recording unit and forward data 
to an associated Record Centre. Ifyour organisation is interested, please contact the 
Co-ordinator of the National Scheme, Mr. M.'F. Stanley, clo Derbyshire Museums 
Service, County Offices, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3AG, especially if you are 
situated in an unshaded area on the map. 

Any help that can be given will further the progress ofthe National Scheme and 
contribute to the better conservation ofour geological heritage. For this reason your 
help will be greatly appreciated. If you own or have access to data, please contact 
your local Record Centre! 

J
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Map showing the Recording Centres of the National Scheme for Geological Site
 
Documentatio~. The numbers correspond with the address list in the text.
 

RECORDING CENTRES 
I.	 TAYSIDE REGION. Mr. D.S. Henderson. Museum and Art Gallery, Albert Square, 

Dundee DDI IDA 

2.	 NORTHUMBERLAND (North of Tyne). Director, Hancock Museum, The 
University, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE2 4PT 

3.	 NORTHUMBERLAND (South of Tyne), DURHAM. Mr. T. Pettigrew, Museum 
and Art Gallery, Borough Road, Sunderland. SRI IPP 

4.	 CLEVELAND. Mr. K. Sedman, Cleveland County Museum Service, Victoria Road, 
Middlesborough. 

5.	 CUMBRIA. Mr. S. Drinkwater, National Park Centre, Brockhole, Windermere. 
LA23ILJ 

6.	 NORTH YORKSHIRE. Miss B. Pyrah, The Yorkshire Yluseum, Museum Gardens, 
York. YOI 2DR 

7.	 LANCASHIRE. Mr. J.D. Blundell, Lancashire Museum Service, Stanley Street, 
Preston. PRI 4YP 

8.	 BRADFORD DISTRICT (West Yorkshire). Miss A. Armstrong, Cliffe Castle 
Museum, Spring Gardens Lane, Keighley. BD20 6LH 

9.	 LEEDS DISTRICT. Mr. J. Nunney, City Museum, Municipal Buildings, Leeds. 
LSl3AA 

10.	 PERTH DISTRICT. Mr. M.A. Taylor, Museum and Art Gallery, George Street, 
Perth. PHI 5HR 

11.	 KIRKLEES (West Yorkshire). Director, Bagshaw Museum, Witton Park, Batley. 
WFl70AS 

12.	 BOLTON BOROUGH. Mr. A. Howell, Museum and Art Gallery, Le Mans Crescent, 
Bolton. BLl ISA 

13.	 GREATER MANCHESTER. Dr. R.M.G Eager, The Manchester Museum, 
University, Manchester. Ml3 9PL 

14.	 DONCASTER BOROUGH. Miss A. Pennington-George, Museum and Art Gallery, 
Chequer Road, Doncaster. DNI 2AE 

15.	 MERSEYSIDE, CHESHIRE, CLWYD. LA:'-ICASHIRE. Dr. G. Tresise, 
Mersey.:.f~ County Musemn, William Brown Street, Liverpool. L3 8EN 

16.	 SHEFFIELD DISTRICT. Mr. T.H. Riley, City Museum, Weston Park, Sheffield. 

17.	 SUSSEX. Mr. J.A. Cooper, Booth Museum, 194 Dyke Road, Brighton. 
BNl5AA 

18.	 STAFFORDSHIRE. Mr. D.l. Steward, Museum and Art Gallery, Broad Street, 
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. STI 4HS 

19.	 DERBYSHIRE. Mr. J. Crossling, Museum and Art Gallery, The Strand, Derby. 
DEI IBS . 

20.	 LEICESTERSHIRE. Mr. J.G. Martin, Leicestershire Museums, 96 New Walk, 
Leicester. LEI 6TD 

21	 PETERBOROUGH DISTRI€T. Director, Museum and Art Gallery, Priestgate, 
Peterborough. PEI I LF 
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has the required expertise it could be designated as a recording unit and forward data 
to an associated Record Centre. Ifyour organisation is interested, please contact the 
Co-ordinator of the National Scheme, Mr. M.'F. Stanley, clo Derbyshire Museums 
Service, County Offices, Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 3AG, especially if you are 
situated in an unshaded area on the map. 

Any help that can be given will further the progress ofthe National Scheme and 
contribute to the better conservation ofour geological heritage. For this reason your 
help will be greatly appreciated. If you own or have access to data, please contact 
your local Record Centre! 
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Map showing the Recording Centres of the National Scheme for Geological Site 
Documentatio~. The numbers correspond with the address list in the text. 

RECORDING CENTRES 
I.	 TAYSIDE REGION. Mf. D.S. Henderson, Museum and Art Gallery, Albert Square, 

Dundee DDl lDA 

2.	 NORTHUMBERLAND (North of Tyne). Director, Hancock Museum, The 
University, Barras Bridge, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE2 4PT 

3.	 NORTHUMBERLAND (South of Tyne), DURHAM. Mr. T. Pettigrew, Museum 
and Art Gallery, Borough Road, Sunderland. SRI lPP 

4.	 CLEVELAND. Mf. K. Sedman, Cleveland County Museum Service, Victoria Road, 
Middlesborough. 

5.	 CUMBRIA. Mf. S. Drinkwater, National Park Centre, Brockhole, Windermere. 
LA231LJ 

6.	 NORTH YORKSHIRE. Miss B. Pyrah, The Yorkshire ~fuseum, Museum Gardens, 
York. YOI 2DR 

7.	 LANCASHIRE. Mf. J.D. Blundell, Lancashire Museum Service, Stanley Street, 
Preston. PRl 4YP 

8.	 BRADFORD DISTRICT (West Yorkshire). Miss A. Arrnstrong, Cliffe Castle 
Museum, Spring Gardens Lane, Keighley. BD20 6LH 

9.	 LEEDS DISTRICT. Mf. J. Nunney, City Museum, Municipal Buildings, Leeds. 
LS13AA 

10.	 PERTH DISTRICT. Mf. M.A. Taylor, Museum and Art Gallery, George Street, 
Perth. PHI 5HR 

11.	 KIRKLEES (West Yorkshire). Director, Bagshaw Museum, Witton Park, Batley. 
WF170AS 

12.	 BOLTON BOROUGH. Mf. A. Howell, Museum and Art Gallery, Le Mans Crescent, 
Bolton. BLl lSA 

13.	 GREATER MANCHESTER. Dr. R.M.C, Eager, The Manchester Museum, 
University, Manchester. M13 9PL 

14.	 DONCASTER BOROUGH. Miss A. Pennington-George, Museum and Art Gallery, 
Chequer Road, Doncastef. DNl 2AE 

15.	 MERSEYSIDE, CHESHIRE, CLWYD, LA~CASHIRE. Dr. G. Tresise, 
Mersey~e County Musemn, William Brown Street, Liverpool. L3 8EN 

16.	 SHEFFIELD DISTRICT. Mr. T.H. Riley, City Museum, Weston Park, Sheffield. 

'I	 17. SUSSEX. Mr. J.A. Cooper, Booth Museum, 194 Dyke Road, Brighton. 
BN15AA 

18.	 STAFFORDSHIRE. Mr. DJ. Steward, Museum and Art Gallery, Broad Street, 
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. STl 4HS 

19.	 DERBYSHIRE. Mf. J. Crossling, Museum and Art Gallery, The Strand, Derby. 
DEI IBS . 

20.	 LEICESTERSHIRE. Mf. J.G. Martin, Leicestershire Museums, 96 New Walk, 
Leicester. LEI 6TD 

21	 PETERBOROUGH DISTRI8T. Director, Museum and Art Gallery, Priestgate, 
Peterborough. PEl ILF 
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22. 
NORFOLK. Ms. D. Smith, Norfolk County Museum Service, Castle Museum, 
l\;orwich. :'\RI 3]U 

23. 
SHROPSHIRE. Mr J. Norton, Shropshire County Museums, Old Street, Ludlow. 
SY81NN 

24. 
WARWICKSHIRE. Mr. T. Besterman, Warwickshire Museums, Market Place,
Warwick. CV34 4SA
 

2S.
 
FOREST OF DEAN. Mr. RV. Cave, Royal Forest ofDean Centre for Environmental 
Studies, Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire. GLl7 OHA 

26. 
NORTH HERTFORDSHIRE. Mr. R Sawford, North Hertfor9shire Museum 
Service, Paynes Park, Hitchin. SGS IEQ 

27. 
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. Miss J. Royston, Buckinghamshire County Museum,
Church Street, Aylesbury. HP20 IQP 

28. 
SOUTH HERTFORDSHIRE. Director, City Museum, Hatfield Road, St. Albans. 
ALI3RR 

29. 
AVON, SOMERSET, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, WILTSHIRE. Dr. M.K. Curt is, 
Museum and Art Gallery, Queens Road, Bristol. BS8 IRL 

30. 
ESSEX. Mr. G.R. Ward, Passmore Edwards Museum, Romford Road, Stratford,
London. EIS 4LZ 

31. 
WEST KE:'\T. Department of Geological Sciences, Queen Mary College, Mile End 
Road, London. El 4JS 

32. 
EAST KENT. Mr. R.J. Anderson, City Museums, High Street, Canterbury.
CTI2]F 

33. 
WEST DEVON. Mr. D. Curry, Museum and Art Gallery, Drake Circus, Plymouth. 
PL48AJ 

34. 
EAST DEVON. Mr. K.J. Boot, Museum and Art Gallery, Queen Street, Exeter. 
EX43RX 

3S. 
DORSET. Mr. P. Ensom, Dorset County Museum, High Street, Dorchester.
DTIIXA 

36. 
HAMPSHIRE. Mr. T. Cross, Hampshire County Museum Service, Chikomb House, 
Chilcomb Lane, Bar End, Winchester. S023 8RD 

37. 
ISLE OF WIGHT. Dr. A.N. Insole, Museum ofIsle ofWight Geology, High Street,
Sandown, Isle of Wight. 

38. 
NORTHERN IRELAND. Mr. P.S. Doughty, Ulster Museum, Botanic Gardens, 
Belfast. BT9 SAB 
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5. PUBLIC INQUIRIES 

BARTON CLIFFS SSSI, HAMPSHIRE 
A report on an application for planning permission, made by the New Forest 

District Council, to erect further coast protection works on the "Naish Farm 
Section" within the Barton-on-Sea Cliffs SSSI appeared in Earth Science Conservation 
20 (pp. 49-50). The proposed works would stretch from Chewton Bunny eastwards to 
the existing Barton defences, along one of the two remaining undefended stretches of 
cliffs and would lead to the loss of the type-section for the Bartonian Stage of the 
Eocene, from bed A2 to about bed J. The NCC objection was supported by 
Hampshire County Council since the erection of coast defences here would breach 
two of the policies set out in their Structure Plan. 

After further consideration, New Forest District Council eventually decided to 
withdraw their original proposals and submit instead a revised application in which 
the proposed works are divided into three parts. The stretch of coast originally 
proposed for coast protection works is now split into three adjoining lengths; in each 
length works closely similar to those originally intended are proposed. The overall 
ultimate effect on the cliffsections, ifall these works were carried out, would again be 
the destruction of the scientific interest. 

The Council's Solicitor has explained that the new plans would give an inquiry 
inspector more flexibility in arriving at a decision. Each of the three applications can 
be separately dealt with on its own merit, whereas the original application would 
have been an "all or nothing" affair, in which the Inspector would have been forced 
to choose between all or none of the proposed works. Under the new plan 
construction would begin at the eastern end, and infill the gap between the existing 
Barton defences and Chewton Bunny in three stages. In total, the new works would 
be even more immediately damaging than those proposed previously since cliff 
stabilisation works have been added to the cliff foot protection for which permission 
was originally requested. 

The NCC have considered the revised applications and, after consultation with 
expert advisors, have concluded that there is no option but to continue to register 
formal objeccpns to the work.s in the strongest possible terms. Consultations by the 
Departmenf1>fthe Environment over the New Forest District Council's application 
for the grant-aid needed to finance the works have again led to NCC registering 
objections. 

There can be little doubt that a Public Inquiry will be convened within the next 
few months and NCC will shortly be contacting all geologists with a known interest 
to seek details about the type and level of the usage of the site for research and 
education. If readers could supply such information in advance, this would expedite 
preparation of the conservation case. As in the case ofCraighead Quarry (see over), 
widespread support from the geological community in Britain and abroad must be 
demonstrated if the internationally recognised scientific interest ofBarton Cliffs SSSI 
is to survive. 
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CRAIGHEAD QUARRY SSSI, KYLE AND CARRICK 
The long-running campaign to conserve this internationally important 

geological SSSI has been extensively reported in past issues of this journal. When 
Earth Science Conservation 20 went to press in February 1983, a Public Inquiry was 
awaited. However, at the last minute, Kyle and Carrick District Council decided to 
withdraw their application to use Craighead Quarry as a refuse disposal site. The 
Inquiry was therefore abandoned and for the first time in many years the interest of 
the site was no longer under active threat. 

To guard against the possibility that similar threats might arise in, the future, 
NCC are currently involved in discussions with the site owner. It is hoped to conclude 
a Management Agreement in 1984/5, thus paving the way for the future 
development of the quarry to the benefit of geological research and education. 

It is thought that the withdrawal of the District Council from the Inquiry is not 
unrelated to the concerted pressure brought to bear by the geological community, at 
home and abroad, against the proposals to use a site of international scientific 
significance as a local refuse tip. As such the outcome is another encouraging 
demonstration of what can be achieved through co-operation in conservation. 

WENLOCK EDGE SSSI, SHROPSHIRE
 
SUBJECT PLAN FOR MINERAL EXTRACTION
 

Following the Public Inquiry reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.47), the 
Inspector's Report was issued on 8th October 1982. Recommendations from this 
Report were subsequently incorporated by the County Council in the Written 
Statement of the Subject Plan for Mineral Extraction on Wenlock Edge, published 
in October 1983. 

The final draft ofthe Written Statement has retained scientific and educational 
interpretation as appropriate after-uses for the quarries on Wenlock Edge but it must 
be recognised that other considerations can over-ride the conservation case in 
defining specific after-use plans for individual quarries. This is particularly true as 
regard the quarries to the north-west of the road along the Edge where, in the 
interests of public safety, disused faces running directly behind the Edge will be 
buttressed to eliminate the risk of major landslips. Although this buttressing will 
obliterate faces of considerable scientific interest, there is little that can be done to 
prevent this work taking place-the stability of the Edge and the safety of the public 
are paramount considerations for the planning authority. 

In other cases, however, the County Council have stated that buttressing will be 
minimised as far as possible to retain areas of geological interest. This applies 
particularly to quarries like Lilleshall Quarry, to the south east of the road, and also 
to the end walls of Coates Quarry to the west of the road. 

Policy WIO, relating to Sites of Scientific Interest, states that: 

"In considering the rehabilitation of quarries the County Council will 
encourage the establishment of areas which will conserve, enhance and 
demonstrate their geological and botanical interest so that their educational 
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and recreational potential can be exploited. The County Council will 
encourage the establishment of interpretative trails, displays and give 
consideration to the establishment oflocal nature reserves in these areas". 

The County Council has also stated that further discussions with the Nature 
Conservancy Council, the Shropshire Conservation Trust and the mineral industry 
will be necessary in order that suitable areas for conservation can be properly defined 
as quarrying progresses. It was also suggested that at Gleedon Hill and at the old 
quarries adjoining Blakeway Hollow there· may already be potential for 
interpretative trails, always subject to the agreement of the owners and the provision 
of satisfactory safeguards. 

In conclusion it appears that from the viewpoint ofgeological conservation, the 
outcome of consultations over this Subject Plan is broadly to be welcomed; it may 
well be some years, however, before some of the proposals are implemented. Further, 
it remains to be seen whether the access difficulties currently preventing educational 
use of the quarries on Wenlock Edge will be eased in the immediate future. 

WOLSTON SAND PIT SSSI, WARWICKSHIRE 
This long-established site, a few miles south of Coventry, is the type-locality for 

the Wolstonian Stage of the British Pleistocene. It has recently joined the select group 
of geological SSSIs where the Geology & Physiography Section have fought two 
planning appeals. 

The site was first recommended for conservation by Professor F.W. Shotton of 
Birmingham University in 1963, and was passed for designation as an SSSI shortly 
thereafter. The rocks exposed at Wolston comprise, in upwards sequence, the 
Baginton-Lillington Gravels, the Baginton Sand and the Lower Wolston Clay, and 
the pit was selected in 1973 by the British Quaternary Era Sub-Committee in "A 
Correlation of Quaternary Deposits in the British Isles", published by the Geological 
Society, as the type-locality for the Wolstonian Stage. This is considered to be a 
period of glacial advance younger than the Anglian phase, but older than the 
Devensian, and occupying a position between the Hoxnian and Ipswichian 
interglacials. This interpretation, however, has recently been challenged by Sumbler 
(1983, Proc,peoL. Ass. 94, 2.a), who suggests that the Wolstonian glacial phase is 
equivalent to the Anglian, although he notes that the age of the type Wolstonian 
sequence is yet to be definitely decided. There can thus be no doubt of the 
importance of Wo1ston in the interpretation and understanding of the Pleistocene 
sequence of the south Midlands. 

The interest of the pit was first threatened in 1974 when the owners appealed 
against a number of Planning Conditions in a 1972 Planning Permission to use the 
site for refuse disposal. One of these stated that the exposures of the Baginton
Lillington Gravels occurring at the southern end of the pit should be retained for 
scientific inspection. The area in which refuse disposal was allowed was accordingly 
limited to exclude a strip adjacent to the southern face. As a result of the appeal, a 
Public Inquiry took place in November 1974, and NCC marshalled a strong case to 
oppose any relaxation of this Condition. At the Inquiry, the appellants decided to 
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withdraw their appeal against the conservation Condition, on the grounds that their 
engineering consultant had advised them that the Condition raised no insuperable 
difficulties; consequently, they now regarded it as acceptable. The continued 
existence of the Wolstonian stratotype thus seemed to be assured, and NCC waited 
for tipping to be concluded on the remainder of the site before negotiating a 
long-term management agreement. 

However, late in 1982 the owners once again sought to obtain permission for 
tipping within the conservation area and, inJanuary 1983, submitted an application 
to waive the conservation Condition. Lengthy negotiations between NCC and the 
owners failed to reach any agreement and consequently the new' planning 
application was opposed in the strongest possible terms. Similar objections were also 
made by the Warwickshire County Museum and the Warwickshire Nature 
Conservation Trust. Consequently, Warwickshire County Council refused per
mission and the applicants then appealed to the Department of the Environment. 

This appeal was dealt with by way of written representations, rather than by a 
formal Public Inquiry, and NCC again presented a very strong case in support of the 
conservation of this site. The main elements ofour case were:- (i) the applicants had 
already accepted both the feasibility and desirability of retaining a conservation area 
and had failed to exercise their opportunity to continue with their appeal against the 
Conservation Planning Condition at the 1974 Inquiry; (ii) the scientific importance 
of the site is unquestionably high and recent controversy over the correlation of the 
Wolstonian increases, rather than diminishes, the significance of the pit; (iii) 
regardless of the final outcome of the controversy on the age of the Wolstonian, the 
site remains an exceedingly valuable exposure of the Pleistocene sequence of the 
south Midlands and is of importance in regional studies; and (iv) the site is regularly 
used for education and research. The County Council have also provided the 
Department of the Environment with a written statement opposing the appeal. The 
result of the appeal is awaited and full details will be published in a future number of 
this journal. 

WEST MINE, ALDERLEY EDGE SSSI, CHESHIRE 
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (pp. 46-47), a Public Inquiry was held 

in March and April 1982 to consider an appeal by Mr P.V.R. Sorensen against 
refusal of planning permission to open West !\.-line as a show-mine. NCC supported 
Mr Sorensen's appeal and provided two witnesses who gave evidence on the 
beneficial effects which allowing the appeal would have for geological conservation. 

The Department of the Environment announced on 28 January 1983 that the 
appeal had been refused, on the grounds that the advantages to geological 
conservation and the benefits of creating a new tourist attraction would be 
outweighed by the resulting disturbance. The Inspector and the Secretary of State 
both accepted the very great importance of the site and its value for teaching and 
research, but decided that a large increase in visitors to the already-popular area of 
Alderley Edge should not be encouraged. They rejected the argument that the 
management and long-term conservation of the mine would best be achieved 
through a scheme such as that proposed, which would have made the site self
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financing, but instead indicated that they felt that research and educational 
institutions using the mine should contribute to the costs of maintaining access. 

The Public Inquiry has thus not altered the present situation in any material 
respect. NCC are currently investigating ways of entering a formal management 
agreement with Mr Sorensen and will report on the outcome of these negotiations in 
due course. 

WOODEATON QUARRY SSSI, OXFORDSHIRE 
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p. 45), a Public Inquiry was held in 

November 1982 to hear an appeal against an enforcement notice served by 
Oxfordshire County Council on the owner and operator of Woodeaton Quarry to 
stop the continued tipping of waste without planning permission.The quarry faces, 
which expose a fine section through the Bathonian White Limestone Formation and, 
of particular significance, through the Hampen Marls, are of great value in the 
analysis of Middle J urassic depositional environments and in palaeogeographic 
studies. NCC were able to reach agreement with the owner over the conservation of 
the three faces ofgreatest importance in advance of the Inquiry and therefore in their 
submissions could suggest that, if the appeal succeeded, the substance of this 
agreement should be incorporated as planning conditions. In January 1983, the 
Department of the Environment ruled that waste dumping at the site was not 
permitted and must cease. The status quo is thus maintained, but NCC will continue 
to monitor activities at the site in order to ensure that its geological interest is not 
damaged in the future. 

WOODHAM BRICKPIT, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
The Oxford Clay Brickpit at Woodham, near Aylesbury, had long been famous 

for the prolific fauna of pyritised ammonites and other fossils which could be 
collected there. At the pit's maximum extent, a sequence from the athleta to mariae 
Zones could be seen spanning over seventy feet of clay, and the site had been 
designated as the type-locality for three subzones of the Oxford Clay. The pit was 
intensively used by educational parties at all levels until the early 1970s when access 
to the site became increasingly difficult. In 1971, after brick-making had ceased, an 
application~(permissionto~nfill the site with refuse was made. This was opposed on 
conservation grounds by the Geology and Physiography Section and eventually a 
compromise was agreed whereby some 10% of the pit was to be permanently reserved 
as a conservation area and protected from damage through the construction of clay 
bunds to retain the refuse tipped in the remainder of the site. Unfortunately, the 
Planning Conditions which were intended to protect the conservation area were 
neither observed nor enforced and the conservation area was progressively lost as 
tipping continued and pollution spread. No geologists had been able to obtain official 
access after 1974 and by 1976 no exposures remained. The' site was accordingly 
deleted from the list of SSSIs. The lessons learnt from this case by NCC have been 
fundamental to the much firmer line subsequently taken towards applications for 
tipping within geological SSSIs. 
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In August 1982, the owner of the old pit and of the land around (who was not in 
any way responsible for the loss ofhis pit!) applied for permission to erect a factory for 
brick and tile production at Woodham; planning permission for clay extraction 
already existed. The success of this application appeared to offer a means of re
establishing the geological interest of the lost Woodham SSSI. However, in spite of 
NCC indicating that renewed working at vVoodham would restore the interest at this 
site to its former level, Buckinghamshire County Council refused the application. 
The applicant then appealed to the Department of the Environment, and a Public 
Enquiry was held at Waddesden in August 1983. 

In its evidence NCC informed the Inquiry that the appeal, if successful, would 
make good the loss caused by the infilling of the original Woodham SSSI, and that 
NCC would hope to notify any ne,;\" pit which resulted as an SSSI. In the hope that a 
representative portion of the new pit could be conserved when extraction finally 
ceased, the Inquiry also heard that the company intended (if the appeal succeeded) 
to work the new pit to a depth similar to that seen in the old pit. This would lead to 
re-exposure of the Lamberti Limestone with its rich and unusual ammonite fauna as 
the presence of the limestone has already been proved in the area by boring. Further, 
the company will look sympathetically upon requests from geologists to visit the site, 
although some form ofpermit will probably be required. The outcome of this appeal, 
which could be of great interest and advantage to geologists, will be reported in a 
future issue of this journal. 

6. MAJOR CASEWORK 
SPURN HEAD SSSI, HUMBERSIDE 

Spurn Head has been an SSSI since the 1950s because ofits high biological and 
geomorphological interest, and has become internationally renowned as a result of 
the very detailed geomorphological research carried out by de Boer and others over 
many years. It is referred to in countless geography textbooks as a classic example ofa 
cyclical coastal feature. 

Spurn Head was purchased by the Yorkshire Naturalists' Trust in 1960, by
 
which time the area had already been greatly modified by coast protection works and
 
military use. Very severe disturbance had affected the natural development of the
 
sand spit during the mid-part of the 19th century, when the feature was breached in
 
three places and very large quantities of chalk rubble were brought in to plug the
 
breaches. During the second half of the 19th century this protection work was
 
consolidated through the construction ofgroynes and revetments along the seaward
 
side of the spit, and an inner chalk bank was constructed some distance to the 
landward. During the First and Second World Wars Spurn Head was fortified, and a 
road and railway built. To protect the military installations, the coastal protection 
was extended substantially and maintained regularly throughout the period until the 
Yorkshire Naturalists' Trust took possession ofthe site in 1960. Since then Spurn has 
been managed as a nature reserve and very little work, other than essential repairs to 
existing defences in order to maintain the road link to the end of the peninsula, has 
been carried out. 
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In recent years, however, a combination of severe winter storms and gradual 
deterioration of the massive coast protection structures has resulted in considerable 
retreat of the coastline, prompting the owners to consider action on a larger scale to 
protect their property at Warren Cottage and maintain the road link along the 
peninsula. Early in 1983 it appeared likely that the spit might be breached near 
Warren Cottage and nearly a million tons ofclay were dumped along a kilometre of 
the shore to form an emergency sea defence bank. The bank held, although much of 
the dumped material was quickly removed by the sea, and the protection which it 
afforded could only be regarded as a temporary solution to the erosion problem. The 
rapid erosion and the imminence ofa breach of the spit attracted considerable public 
interest in 1983 and also led to local approaches to both the EEC and DoE for special 
funds to be made available to erect effective coastal protection works along the shore 
at Spurn Head. 

In the light of such demands for large scale protection works at Spurn Head, 
NCC found itself in something of a dilemma - coast protection has not been 
encouraged in the past. However, in view of the disturbance which has already 
modified the natural development of the spit, it was felt that opposition might be very 
difficult to sustain on geomorphological grounds. Accordingly it was decided to seek 
a consensus view and in May 1983 a number of coastal geomorphologists were 
consulted in an attempt to determine their views on two main issues: the current 
geomorphological importance of Spurn Head, and whether coast protection work 
would be considered as damaging to the scientific interest or not. Resolution of the 
former issue would be timely since NCC were in the process ofassessing the national 
coverage ofcoastal geomorphological sites as part of the GCR. Our consultees were 
asked to state a preference for one or other of the following three options:

Option 1 

Spurn Head is no longer considered to be of any intrinsic geomorphological 
interest and so NCC should relinquish an interest in the site altogether, meaning that 
there would be no statutory right of objection to any form of coast protection work 
which might be proposed in the future. 

Option 2 

The site should remain ~n SSSI but NCC should not object in principle to 
further coast..lprotection works, whatever their scale; a right to comment on 
particular schemes would still be retained and NCC would consider each scheme on 
its merits. 

Option 3 

NCC should object to any further protection works being carried out, since they 
would interfere with the site's intrinsic scientific interest. This would, hopefully, 
allow the site to regain some of the naturalness lost over the period since the first 
breaches were artificially sealed. If NCe took this course it would be necessary to 
appear at hotly-contested Public Inquiries and to be prepared to pay compensation. 

The circular letter met an excellent response from geomorphologists in Britain 
and overseas and thanks are due to everyone who took the time and trouble to reply. 
The results of this survey have helped greatly in drawing together the consensus view 
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of the current status of Spurn Head and in determining NCC's policy towards 
proposed Coast protection works in the future. The replies showed greatest sUPPOrt 
for Option 2, confirming that most scientists believe that the site still retains 
considerable geomorphological interest despite the existing Coast protection works, 
and demonstrating that, while the site has been severely modified, its applied value 
was, and would continue to remain, considerable. As a classic landfo the site 

rmpOssesses considerable educational importance, whilst its size and form are 
exceptional for such features in Britain. A small minority ofrespondents replied that 
they felt the site was too disturbed to qualify as a geomorphological SSSI and that 
NCC would be better advised to concentrate their efforts on less disturbed coastal 
sites. Most consultees, holding either viewpoint, believed that' ~CC should not 
oppose Coast protection work in principle but should reserve the right to Comment On 
;od;v;dual "hem", although a m;o",hy exP"~,d• p,"b;oo.' ;ot,,,,, ;0 .IJow;ng 
Spurn to breach since the study of this event would be of enormous interest 
geomorphologically! Other views which were expressed included (i) a feeling that a 
pragmatic approach was most appropriate at a site like Spurn Head, where severe 
disturbance has already taken place; (ii) the need for any coast protection works to be 
monitored; (iii) the need for grant giving authorities to appreciate that effective Coast 
protection will be extremely expensive in terms of both capital and maintenance 
costs; and (iv) the need to consider any works at Spurn Head within the context ofthe 
wider Holderness coastal system. Many respondents were concerned about the 
effects of piecemeal Coast protection and felt that Option 2 would provide the most 
effective means of influencing the design ofCoast protection works. There was also a 
general preference for beach nourishment instead of the installation of rigid 
structures. Others stressed that any permanent works should only be sanctioned after 
a thorough cost-benefit analysis had been completed. 

After analysing the results of the survey NCC decided to accept Spurn Head, 
together with the adjacent cliffs, as a Geological Conservation Review Site. The 
special interest of Spurn Head derives from its status as a classic land form of 
considerable educational value, its value as a site for research and education in 
applied coastal geomorphology and its value as a representative part of the range of
 
estuary-mouth spits which OCCur in Britain and which are subject to tidal, wave and
 
human impacts. It was also decided that to omit the site from the GCR would be to
 
ignore the considerable amOunt of research already carried out there, as well as the
 
potential for monitoring further management. Despite the artificial nature of the
 
spit, with its history- of major coast protection measures, it is still considered to be a
 
very instructive site which has potential for advancing understanding of the
 
interaction between coastal processes and marine engineering. Thus Spurn Head
 
will constitute a special case, where NCC will be less concerned about Coast
 
protection work than at similar nationally important coastal sites which are still in a
 predominantly natural state. 

In the summer of 1983 the Department of the Environment established a 
Working Party to consider the implications of a breach in Spurn Head. NCC are 
represented on the Working Party and at the first meeting were able to express views 
on the breaching ofSpurn Head and policies towards further coast protection works, 
based on the Option 2 approach set out above. Other views expressed by consultees 
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will be put forward at future meetings. Sinoe the inaugural meeting of the \Vorking 
Party, there ha~e been a ~umber of local devel~pments of relevance to the future of 
Spurn Head. FIrstly, the sIte owners, the YorkshIre Naturalists' Trust have run out of 
materials for protecting the spit and have decided to spend no more monev on it. 
Secondly, the Development Committee of the Holderness District Coun'cil has 
rejected a scheme to spend £128,000 on temporary coast defences at Spurn Head 
describing it as "a futile waste of mone" , 

It may be, therefore, that those consultees who expressed an interest in seeing 
Spurn Head breach will be rewarded by this actually occurring in the none too 
distant future. 

FURZY CLIFF TO PEVERIL POINT SSSI, DORSET 
Earth Science Conservation 19 (pp. 26-7) reported on Weymouth and Portland 

Borough Council's proposals to erect coast protection works at Furzy Cliff east of 
Weymouth, extending 250 metres eastwards from Overcombe. In view of the effect 
which such works would have upon the exposures of costicardia and bukowskii 
Subzone Oxford Clay, NCC recommended that the proposed defences be shortened 
by fifty metres at their eastern end. These objections were over-ruled by the Borough 
Council but, when they submitted their proposals to the Department of the 
Environment with an application for grant-aid, DoE ruled that the Borough Council 
should negotiate with NCC to try and reach agreement over a compromise scheme. 
These negotiations were successfully concluded in January 1983 and changes have 
now been made to the design of the eastern end of the proposed works. Although a 
seawall will stretch the whole 250 metres, as originally proposed, it will not now be 
flush with the toe of the cliffs at the eastern end so that it will therefore be possible to 
retain the existing cliff-foot exposures and re-excavate them as necessary. In addition, 
the cliffs in the eastern fifty metres of the works will not now be graded to a stable 
angle, but will be left in their natural form, although two cut-offdrains will cross the 
cliff face, one almost at the top and a second about one-third of the way down the 
cliff. Also, the sloping wooden revetment which is to be built above and behind the 
main part of the seawall will not continue into the eastern fifty metres so that the cliff 
face along the length will not be obscured. 

Althoyth this is clearly"not an ideal solution with regard to conservation of the 
cliff sections, it does represent the most practicable and realistic solution which DoE 
were prepared to accept and is a great improvement on the original plans. In 
addition, there will be excellent opportunities for geologists to study fresh exposures 
of the Oxford Clay while the work is in progress, and this alone will be ofconsiderable 
benefit to geological study. Any geologists wishing to examine the exposures in the 
course of the engineering works should first obtain the permission of the resident site 
engmeer. 

CATTON GROVE CHALK PIT SSSI, NORFOLK 
This <;lisused Chalk quarry on the outskirts of Norwich was first notified as an 

SSSI in 1968 and has been included in the Geological Conservation Review on 
account of its important and fossiliferous exposures of the late Campanian Catton 
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Sponge Bed. This is a well-known, early hardground horizon which has yielded 
important ammonites and many undescribed species of sponges; the bed is also a 
valuable marker band in the Chalk of East Anglia. 

Late in 1982, NCC were consulted over plans to infill the pit and use the 
reclaimed land for residential development. A series ofmeetings with the site owners 
and the local authority ensued at which possible ways ofpermanently protecting the 
exposure of the Sponge Bed, high in the south face of the main pit, were discussed. 
Eventually a restoration scheme, which will allow the bulk of the pit to be infilled and 
restored whilst leaving the Sponge Bed undamaged and permanently exposed, was 
agreed. No tipping will take place in the area immediately adjacent to the Sponge 
Bed over the whole length of its outcrop and the tip area will be physically separated 
from the conservation area by a gabion-built retaining wall, 5 metres away from the 
rock face and less than 3 metres high. The wall will be surmounted by chain-link 
fencing to increase safety and a system of permits will be operated, details of which 
will be published in due course. A drainage system to prevent ponding within the 
conservation area will be installed. Before infilling and construction work begins, a 
programme of scrub and talus clearance from the area of the Sponge Bed will take 
place and a full photographic record will be taken. This element of the project is 
being co-ordinated by Miss Diana Smith of the Norfolk County Museum Service, 
who is the geologist at the Norwich Castle Museum. Final clearance work will take 
place in the autumn/winter of 1984/5 during the erection of the wall. 

The agreed scheme will give full and long-term protection to this important 
exposure of the Catton Sponge Bed, and thanks are due to the owners ofthe site, R.G. 
Carter Ltd of Norwich, for their sympathetic approach to conservation and to Mr. 
N.B. Peake, President ofthe Norfolk Geological Society, for his advice and assistance 
on the details of the sequence seen at Catton. 

THANET COAST SSSI, KENT 
Successful negotiations have taken place between NCC and Thanet District 

Council regarding the design of coast protection works to be installed at Grenham 
Bay, Birchington, near Margate. The District Council originally proposed to erect 
355 metres ofnew seawall along the toe of the Chalk cliffs between the two defended 
stretches of cliff at either end of the bay. Since the Chalk cliffs seen at Grenham Bay 
fall within the Thanet Coast Geological Conservation Review Site, selected because 
of its Cenomanian-Maastrichtian interest, and since the grading works associated 
with the seawall would have severely damaged the long-term value of the cliffs, NCC 
sought a modification in the design of the works. The whole of the Thanet Coast site 
forms part of a national reference section for the Santonian Stage in Britain, being 
complementary to the Folkestone to Kingsdown site, and exposes several 
stratigraphically important marker bands such as Bedwell's Columnar Band and 
Whitaker's Three Inch Band. Towards the top of the Santonian the chalk is very 
fossiliferous and the Marsupites Zone contains a distinctive and famous band of 
pyramidal-shaped Echinocorys. 
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After a series of meetings, Thanet District Council engineers eve t II d . " n ua yagree 
to modIfy the form of the defences so that Instead ofhavmg the seawall foll h 
of the cliffs around the bay it will now cut across the head of the bay, le::i~ e t~e 
original Chalk cliffs undisturbed and retaining an expanse ofbeach material bet~ t e 
the wall and the cliff foot. In their modified form the works will allow slow erosio~:~ 
the cliffs to continue and will also facilitate excavation of the beach to expose lower 
parts of the chalk sequence. 

This compromise could represent a significant and very important step forward 
in the design of coast protection works along geologically-important cliff sections. A 
way of reducing coastal erosion without causing immediate or progressive 
deterioration of the cliffsections or preventing the clearance of talus from the clifffoot 
has long been sought. Thanet District Council have taken a major step forward and it 
is to be hoped that other coast protection authorities will follow their lead. NCC will 
be monitoring the effects of these works with great interest and progress reports on 
their performance will be published in future numbers of Earth Science Conservation. 

Consultations have also taken place with the District Council over the 
reconstruction of, and extension to the seawall between Friend's Gap and Foreness 
Point. These proposals include the erection of coast protection works fronting an 
undefended cliff section between two protected areas. The exposures in the cliffs at 
this point are critically important since they are the only place where it is possible to 

examine the socialis and testudinarius Zones of the Chalk in natural section. Elsewhere 
these horizons are either hidden behind concrete seawalls or occur high in the cliffs in 
degraded and inaccessible sections. The proposed seawall would obscure part ofthe 
cliff section and result in rapid deterioration of the cliff exposures above the seawall 
once wave action at the base of the cliff was stopped. Since the interest of the site 
could be adequately safeguarded by a scheme which reduced erosion but did not 
completely stop it, NCC has suggested that the District Council might be able to 
redesign their scheme to meet scientific needs. Some form ofstructure set out from the 
base of the cliffs might be acceptable in this respect, provided that the important 
principle ofpartial rather than total coast protection can be accepted. The outcome 
of these negotiations will be reported subsequently. 

BISHOPSTONE CLIFFS SSSI, HERNE BAY, KENT 
A repor~n this case appeared in Earth Science Conservation 20 (pp. 19-21) giving 

a detailed review of the protracted negotiations which had taken place between 
Canterbury City Council and the Nature Conservancy Council. By late 1982, it 
seemed that an agreement would be reached whereby the coast defence works to be 
installed would be compatible with the needs of conservation, and this view was 
optimistically reported in this journal. Unfortunately, the City Council later 
modified their position, stressing that the sand cliff face would need to be left to 
degrade naturally to a stable angle of repose of about 40° to· the horizontal. This 
conflicted with the need to maintain a vertical cliff face and was incompatible with 
conservation of the geological interest. Further, the City Council made it clear that it 
would be necessary to remove the capping of London Clay from the cliff top; this 
would enable rain water to percolate rapidly into the underlying sands and would 
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increase the rate of a degradation of the cliff face, again conflicting with the need to 
conserve the geological interest. Accordingly no agreement could be reached. 

Instead the Nature Conservancy Council were obliged to make a formal 
objection to the redesigned coast defence scheme. No further progress has been made 
since that time and it is not yet clear what action Canterbury City Council will now 
take. However, since the Nature Conservancy Council is recognised as a statutory 
objector, it follows that a Public Inquiry would be called should the Canterbury City 
Council decide to proceed with the scheme. Further developments will be reported 
in the future issues of Earth Science Conservation. 

DULAS BROOK SSSI, POWYS 
As reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p. 25) this locality, recently 

included in the Geological Conservation Review and proposed for notification as the 
type-locality for the C. ellesae Zone of the Wenlock Series, was threatened by a road 
improvement scheme. In February 1983, a public meeting was attended by local 
farmers, representatives of the Farmers Union of Wales, officers of the \,yelsh Office 
Transport and Highways Group, NCC Staff and other interested parties. Thc 
representatives of the Farmers Union of Wales strongly opposed the proposal to 
designate the site as an SSSI, claiming that the realignment scheme required to 
conserve the geological interest of the locality would take an unjustifiably large area 
of farm land and would preclude access to drinking water supplies for some farm 
animals. These arguments were countered by the \Velsh Office repre
sentatives who stressed that adequate compensation would be paid for the loss of 
farm land and that the necessary water supplies could be provided by alternative 
means. The Welsh Office representatives accepted the geological arguments put 
forward by the NCC and made it clear that they expect to implement the 
realignment scheme proposed by NCC. The final outcome of this case has not yet 
been announced but there are grounds for optimism that this key site for Wenlock 
biostratigraphy will be conserved. 

DUCKMANTON RAILWAY CUTTING SSSI, 
DERBYSHIRE 

As recorded in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p. 21), a planning application by 
British Rail to replace the bridge over this railway cutting with an earth 
embankment threatened to obliterate the exposure of the Clay Cross (Vanderbeckei) 
Marine Band, a proposed boundary stratotype for the base of the Westphalian B 
Stage of the Carboniferous. Following strong objections to this proposal from the 
Nature Conservancy Council, the Derbyshire Naturalists Trust and geologists 
interested in Coal Measures stratigraphy, the application was refused by the North 
East Derbyshire District Council. Subsequently, British Rail entered negotiations 
with the Derbyshire Naturalists Trust (the owners of the site) and representatives of 
the NCC, and an agreement was eventually reached whereby a concrete retaining 
wall to protect the Marine Band exposures would be incorporated into the scheme. 
British Rail have now submitted a suitably revised application to the District Council 
and it is expected that this will prove to be acceptable to the planning authority. 
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However, some details remain to be resolved, since the Derbyshire Naturalists Trust 
are concerned that no proper provision for access is incorporated into the design of 
the new embankment. This issue is likely to be the subject offurther negotiations and 
the eventual outcome will be reported in a future issue of Earth Science Conservation. 

EASTON BAVENTS CLIFFS SSSI, SUFFOLK 
Since April 1983 NCC has been involved in consultations with Waveney 

District Council over their proposals for coast pra~ection works at Easton Bavents. 
The cliffs expose the international type section for the Baventian Stage of the 
Pleistocene, providing excellent exposures of Norwich Crag, Easton Bavents Clay 
and the overlying Westleton Beds, the crag deposits also being important for their 
rich fauna of marine molluscs and their unique vertebrate fauna. The scheme 
originally proposed a kilometre ofsea wall along the presently undefended cliffs, but 
was later changed to a sloping timber revetment over the same length. In view of the 
international significance of the site, and since the cliff top is largely undeveloped, 
NCC lodged objections to both of the District Council's schemes since it was felt that 
even the revetment would result in total degradation of the cliffs and destroy their 
value for geological study within a few years ofconstruction. As the southernmost 300 
metres of the cliff top are occupied by the housing most at risk from erosion, NCC 
have suggested that the District Council might like to consider a further modification 
of their scheme to involve the protection of this stretch alone. This would be 
considered acceptable to NCC since the critical sections lie further to the north. 
Despite these proposals, NCC have learned that the District Council have awarded 
themselves planning permission for the scheme. Since they will require grant-aid, an 
application to the Department of the Environment for financial assistance is 
expected; NCC will then have a further opportunity to make its views known and try 
to have the scheme modified. IfNCC's objection cannot be met, then a decision on 
whether the work should be allowed to proceed will be taken at a Public Inquiry. We 
would be very pleased to hear from anyone who is interested in receiving further 
information about this case or feels strongly about any of the issues involved. Please 
contact Mrs. E.A. Foxwell at Foxhold House. 
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7. FIELD FACILITIES 

A GEOLOGICAL GUIDE TO ALTERNATIVE 
LOCALITIES IN THE EAST MENDIPS 

This, the latest geological guide to be published by the Nature Conservancy 
Council, breaks new ground, for, not only is it by far the most comprehensive (some 
two hundred pages in length), but it also takes a new approach to guided fieldwork 
which, it is intended, will provide fresh opportunities to plan purpose-made 
excursions within East Mendip. Publication will take place in May 1984, and the 
book will be available through the Geology and Physiography Section at Foxhold 
House. 

For the first time in a major geological fieldguide, the owners of all the sites it 
describes have agreed that details of their property ma y be included. As a result of 
negotiations between the owners and the Nature Conservancy Council, many of the 
sites now have open access and the conditions on which access may be obtained to the 
remainder are clearly set out. In consequence users of the guide should not 
experience the difficulties which have developed in other fieldwork areas where 
pressures have grown rapidly and where the co-operation of all the site owners has 
not been secured. 

The localities described in the guide have been carefully selected, preference 
being given to those which can be maintained in a good and usable condition 
through the periodic removal of talus, scree or spoil from rock faces as part of the 
NCC's programme of site maintenance. Virtually all of the localities have already 
been specially cleared by NCC so that they now provide fresh, extensive and 
instructive outcrops. The most spectacular example is the extensive exposure at 
Tedbury Camp Quarry where a marine bench, cut across steeply-dipping 
Carboniferous Limestone and overlain by Inferior Oolite, demonstrates a unique 
assemblage of 'rock-ground' and 'strike-line' features. 

The guide seeks to spread fieldwork more widely over the eastern Mendips, 
thereby reducing problems of overuse caused by the present concentration of 
fieldwork on a small number ofsites. The work is divided into a number ofgeological 
units, each of which contains a range oflocalities, differing from each other in detail. 
Visitors can thus select an itinerary which covers those aspects of Mendip geology 
which they particularly wish to examine. An itinerary to show a general sample of 
Mendip geology can be readily selected by choosing one locality from each unit; on 
the other hand, a highly specialised itinerary, concentrating on for example facies 
variation within the]urassic, can be obtained by linking all the localities listed within 
a single chapter. Routes can also be tailored to meet personal requirements, from a 
desire to carry out a visit entirely on foot to a wish to rely as far as possible on car or 
coach transport. 

The new guide demonstrates some aspects of the practice of geological 
conservation. The overuse of sites by geologists leads to a rapid build-up oftalus and 
loss of exposure and is one of the major causes of site deterioration. The Nature 
Conservancy Council believes that this problem can only be solved by positive 
action, and over the last decade have provided new and restored old exposures, each 
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specifically selected to withstand heavy use. NCC have publicised such sites and 
provided detailed information on the features they show and by so doing have spread 
the growing load of fieldwork over a growing number of localities. 

The guide is divided into three parts. A General Introduction (Part I) provides 
an overall geological context into which the detailed site descriptions which make up 
Part 11 can be set. Part 11 supplies information on the location, ownership, parking 
facilities, accessibility, condition and educational value offorty individual localities. 
These have been arranged in units according to their geological interest and for each 
unit a more detailed introduction is provided. A keyword index, Part Ill, is included 
to help in the selection of localities and itineraries and is supplemented by a locality 
map, colour-coded according to geological interest. 

Although all localities in the guide are included by kind permission of their 
respective owners or occupiers, field leaders are reminded that, apart from open 
access sites, it is essential to obtain permission before any visit is made. The guide 
therefore contains a model 'Consent to Visit' form, which should be sent to site 
owners in advance; photocopies of the form can be made without infringing 
copyright. 

The General Introduction contains a number of novel features, including a 
reconstruction of the Mendip archipelago as it existed during Lower ]urassic times 
- a Dimorphodon (Oying reptile)-eye view. There are further reconstructions of an 

pper Triassic landscape, a Rhaetian sea 0001', a Carboniferous sea 0001' and a Coal 
Measure swamp. There is also a detailed account ofthe mineralogy of the Mendips in 
which new theories concerning the types of mineralisation are discussed and a 
number of localities where the various mineral assemblages can be found are 
mentioned. An account of the structural evolution of the Mendips is also given and a 
map is provided to illustrate the main structural elements within the study area. 

A large number of localities can be included in the guide only as a result of 
maintenance and improvement work carried out by the Nature Conservancy 
Council. Many Mendip localities were described by geologists working in the early 
part of this century and were subsequently overgrown and obscured by downwashed 
talus. A number were· cleared using hand tools but, where overburden ....vas a 
problem, mechanical'excavators were used. NCC is not in a position to undertake 
frequent rol;1ine maintenance ofMendip sites and it would be most helpful ifschools, 
colleges and geological societies who undertake fieldwork in the Mendips would 
become actively involved with the upkeep ofone or more chosen sites. Offers to take 
an active part in maintaining and improving the field facilities in East Mendip (or 
elsewhere) should be addressed to the Geology and Physiography Section at Foxhold 
House, Thornford Road, Crookham Common, Newbury, Berks, RGl5 8EL. 

The guide sets out a number of suggested exercises at each locality in the hope 
that students will gain maximum benefit from their field visits through observing and 
recording, rather than in hammering and collecting. One of the primary aims of the 
new guide is to encourage field parties to make the best use of the available outcrops, 
thus ensuring that they remain available for students in the future. 
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SALTHILL QUARRY SSSI, CLITHEROE, LANCASHIRE 
Since the opening of the Salt hill Quarry Trail in October 1982 (Earth Science 

Conservation, 20, pp.11-14), a number offurther developments have taken place. The 
trail is separated from the old quarry faces by balustrade fencing and, for students at 
an elementary or intermediate level, viewing from a distance should be sufficient as 
the reef knolls and associated strata are beautifully exposed in continuous and very 
extensive outcrops. However, for more advanced students, a more detailed 
inspection of the quarry faces may be desirable and a permit system has now been 
introduced to allow access to lengths of rockface. Applications should be n:ade to the 
Geology and Physiography Section at Foxhold House, for issue of a consent letter 
which, when produced at the offices of the Ribble Valley Borough Council, will 
entitle the holder to receive a key to the gates in the fence. 

In addition, the Lancashire County Museum Service has installed a permanent 
display, related directly to Salthill Quarry, at Clitheroe Castle Museum. Fossils from 
the quarry, a palaeoenvironmental reconstruction of the reef knoll complex and a 
panoramic view of the quarry faces are some of the many exhibits. The display 
complements the quarry and provides a further valuable educational resource. 

In the account of the official opening given in the last issue of this journal, the 
role which the Department of the Environment played in promoting the reclamation 
scheme found no mention. The Department, however, provided over £600,000 of 
grant-aid to the reclamation of the quarry, some of which paid for the construction of 
fencing and the provision of the footpath. Opportunity is now taken to rectify this 
unfortunate omission and to acknowledge with gratitude the Department's essential 
contribution to the Salthill Project. 

LIME CRAIG QUARRY, ABERFOYLE, STIRLING 
Throughout 1983, co-operation between the Geology and Physiography 

Section and the Glasgow University Department of Geology has continued at Lime 
Craig Quarry, Aberfoyle. The slopes created by the excavations carried out in 1982 
(Earth Science Consewation 20, p.31) have been successfully hydroseeded to aid stability, 
a geological teaching trail has been planned in the quarry and a guide book is being 
prepared. Research has continued and a number ofsignificant discoveries have been 
made. Lime Craig Quarry is now considered to be an internationally important 
reference locality for the Highland Border Complex. In addition to the discovery, in 
1982, ofa diverse Lower Arenig fauna in etched limestones, fossils ofCaradoc/Ashgill 
age have now been found in black shales, cherts and sandstones. Further, bulk 
sampling has revealed a sparse but diverse fauna ofbrachiopods, trilobites, ostracods, 
gastropods, bryozoans and coleolids. The trilobites and brachiopods allow 
correlation with coeval successions along the northern margin on the Iapetus Ocean, 
and the bryozoans are the earliest yet recovered from the British Isles. 
Micropalaeontological prospecting has yielded a range of chitinozoan genera of 
considerable biostratigraphical importance including in situ Ashgill material and 
derived material of Llanvirn age. The work has also revealed the presence of an 
unconformity within the Highland Border Complex and has confirmed that the 
Complex is overlain unconformably by the Old Red Sandstone to the south. Further 
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information can be obtained from Dr Gordon Curry, Department of Geology, The 
University, Glasgow G 12 8QQ Those wishing to visit the locality should first contact 
the Aberfoyle Office of the Forestry Commission (Telephone 087-72-382). The 
Commission's continuing help and co-operation is again gratefully acknowledged. 

CUTTIES' HILLOCK QUARRY SSSI, MORAY 
In August 1983, the Geological Conservation Review U nit, in collaboration 

with workers from the Oxford University J\1useum and Newcastle University, 
cleared part of Cutties' Hillock Quarry neai' Elgin in Moray. A century ago the 
quarry yielded fine buff-coloured building stones of the New Red Sandstone in which 
were found the skeletons oflarge fossil reptiles. The quarry then became the subject of 
considerable controversy for, in its deepest part, a pebble band was discovered 
overlying more buff or yellow sandstones, this time with fish fossils. After much 
debate, the reptiles were taken to date the upper beds as Permo-Triassic and the fish 
proved that the lower beds were undisputably Devonian (Old Red Sandstone). The 
Permo-Triassic and Old Red Sandstone red beds of the Moray Firth area are hard to 
distinguish petrologically and they appear to contain no palynomorphs which might 
assist in discrimination. The Cutties' Hillock Quarry is probably the best site to 
demonstrate the two formations in situ and to examine their relationships. Since 1885, 
the quarry had become largely filled in, and the aim of the project was to clear the 
waste down to the old quarry floor, and to relocate the pebble band and 
unconformity between the Permo-Triassic and the Old Red Sandstone. A thickness 
of 1O-ISm of waste was removed and discontinuous pebble bands were found, but no 
sign of the deep trench in which the Old Red Sandstone had been exposed could be 
discovered. Further work is intended here, to follow up the results of this preliminary 
excavation and to allow assessment of the quarry's scientific interest. 

DEAD MAID QUARRY SSSI, WILTSHIRE 
Clearance and improvement of this long ~isused quarry at Mere was first 

reported in Earth Science Conservation 19, p.37, when the exposures in the Upper 
Greensand to Lower Chalk sequence had been re-excavated, exposing almost the 
entire length of the partially-buried quarry face and providing a very extensive 
section through the Chert Beds, the "Popple Bed" and the basal Chalk. During 1982 
and 1983, theihoor of the disu;ed quarry has been developed as an industrial estate 
and as development progressed, it proved possible to improve exposures at the 
north-eastern end of the quarry to provide a deeper section through the Cenomanian 
sequence. Meanwhile the area contained within the conservation area (which is not 
included within the industrial estate) has been fenced off and protected against 
piecemeal encroachment. In order to achieve permanent safeguard of the 
conservation area, NCC is currently negotiating its purchase. 

GLOBE PIT SSSI, ESSEX 
Globe Pit is an important site, both for its Pleistocene stratigraphy and for the 

evidence this contains of a palaeolithic industry. In April 1983, painstaking manual 
excavations were carried out at the site as part of its assessment for the Geological 
Conservation Review. The work was undertaken with archaeological supervision 
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because the site yields abundant palaeolithic material, belonging to the Clacton 
culture. The purpose of the dig was to assess the position ofartifact finds in relation to 
the Thames Pleistocene Terrace Stratigraphy, because here an apparently 
uncontaminated Clactonian industry occurs at a low level in the terrace sequence, 
(i.e. in comparatively young deposits) and this has been the subject ofcontroversy. It 
has been suggested that the Clactonian finds occur in some type of slope 
accumulation, rather than in a distinct terrace deposit. Excavation afforded more 
extensive sections than those available for study in the past and confirmed previous 
observations that the site shows the 'feather-edge' ofa terrace accumulation, banked 
against Tertiary Thanet Sand bedrock. The contact between the Thanet beds and 
the overlying gravels is an irregular one, with 'pot-holes' or scour hollows of 
presumed fluvial origin, possibly later accentuated by loading. The fluvial gravel was 
found to contain abundant Clactonian flakes and the deposit itself was proved to 
descend to nine metres O.D. Despite the fact that only cleaning of faces and slopes 
was undertaken, and the limited in situ deposits were left untouched, about one 
hundred worked flints were discovered. The samples collected during the project are 
still the subject of detailed sedimentological research. 

DINTON, WILTSHIRE 
DuringJuly 1983, the Geological Conservation Review Unit, in collaboration 

with the Entomology Department of the British Museum (Natural History), sank a 
series of exploratory pits to locate the Vale of Wardour insect bed. This horizon, in 
the Middle Purbeck Beds ofSouth Wiltshire, was first recorded and made famous by 
P.B. Brodie: his description, published in 1845, was the first published essay dealing 
specifically with British fossil insects. Later workers, such as J ukes-Brown, 
consistently failed to locate Brodie's site but, after much investigation of the 
literature, ofmuseum collections and in the field, it was decided to dig an area ofold 
quarried ground within Ministry of Defence ownership, near the village of Dinton. 
One of the first discoveries of the dig was the so-called Isopod Limestone marker 
horizon teeming with the isopod crustacean Archaeonicus brodiei. The excavations 
provide a composite section through the mid-Purbeck Cinder Bed and higher beds 
up to one metre above the Isopod Limestone. In its detail one of the three trial holes 
showed a section very similar to that given by Brodie, indicating the proximity of the 
excavation to Brodie's original locality. It is hoped that further clearance and 
collecting will reveal the Insect Limestone horizon and its fauna. 

WEST MENDIPS 
Between March and May 1983, the Geology and Physiography Section were 

assisted by the Schools Service Department of Bristol Museum in carrying out a 
number ofgeological site clearance projects in the area to the south-west ofBristol, to 
provide new exposures for educational use. In Burrington Combe (ST 4758), a small 
roadside cliff almost opposite the cafe at the foot of the Cornbe, now exposes coarse 
Dolomitic Conglomerate comprising clasts ofCarboniferous Limestone lying in a red 
sandy matrix. At the south end of the cafe car park, the landscape unconformity 
between the Dolomitic Conglomerate and the underlying Carboniferous Limestone 
(Burrington Oolite) is now exposed. Patches of the conglomeratic Triassic valley fill 
can be seen on the irregular Carboniferous Limestone surface. At the entrance to West 
Twin Brook Adit there are cleared exposures of the Lower Limestone Shales which 
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lorm the base of the Carboniferous Limestone. Thanks are due to Mr Clive Wilson of 
the Conservators of Burrington Commons for his help and co-operation during this 
project. In Goblin Combe (ST 47956475), a disused quarry shows Carboniferous 
lavas and volcanic ash, originally described by Dr Miehael Curtis ofBristol Museum 
About 3 metres of basalt are overlain by a thin bed of limestone and 4 metres of ash 
Vehicles can be parked at the entrance to the Combe at Cleeve (ST 459654). NCC 
wish to thank Fountain Forestry for allowing this work to take place. 

SHIPTON CEMENT WORKS, OXFORDSHIRE 
An exploratory dig was made in November 1982 in the northern face ofShipton 

Cement Works Quarry in Oxfordshire in order to sample and evaluate promising 
vertebrate-bearing strata. The quarry exposes a sequence of \,yhite Limestone, 
Forest Marble and Lower Cornbrash (Middle Jurassic, Bathonian). Between 1820 
and 1920, bones of dinosaurs, crocodiles, turtles and other vertebrates were collected 
at various levels in old quarries here and nearbv, particularly from the fimbriata
waltoni beds. The old Shipton Quarry lay on the banks ofthe River Cherwell and has 
now been incorporated into the much more extensive present-day workings. 
However, the site of the original discoveries was located from the literature and old 
maps; the new excavation was made within a few dozen metres of the original. 
During the excavation a number of horizons were bulk sampled. This material is now 
being searched for microvertebrates by Professor K.A. Kermack and his team at 
University College, London. It is hoped to continue evaluation of this important 
J urassic reptile site. 

BRIMPTON PIT SSSI, BERKSHIRE 
The now-disused pit in early to mid-Devensian gravels at Brimpton was 

described in 1983 by Bryant, Holyoak and Moseley in the Proceedings ofthe Geologists' 
Association and has been notified as a geological SSSI. The,key exposures along the 
southern edge of the pit were selected for inclusion in the Geological Conservation 
Review and are the subject of an informal conservation agreement between NCC 
and the land owners, the Trustees of the Wasing Estate. The SSSI has been fenced 
and cleared by NCC, and easy access is available from the adjacent lane to the south; 
no prior permission is required. The pit is of unique interest since gravels and other 
deposits infilling and capping a depression in the underlying London Clay bedrock 
have yieldecLf5'ollen and CoH~opteran evidence for the existence of two or three 
woodland interstadials and two non-wooded stadials of Early Devensian age. One of 
these is readily correlated with the Chelford Interstadial, recognised from its type
locality in Cheshire, whilst one of the later interstadials, with Betula-Pinus woodland, 
is a substage hitherto unrecognised in Britain and named the 'Brimpton Interstadial', 
with this site as its type-locality. Fossiliferous silts and muds within the gravels 
capping the rockhead depression are of Middle Devensian age. 

BIRK KNOWES SSSI, CLYDESDALE 
This famous and historic site in the Lesmahagow Inlier is currently the subject of 

negotiations for a management agreement. The object of the agreement is to 
formalise access arrangements and to further safeguard the unique exposures of 
arthropod-bearing Llandovery-Wenlock Shales and siltstones. The site was first 
discovered in the late 19th century by Hunter and was identified by MacNair (1905) 
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as being one of the famous 'Camp Siluria' sites. The fauna occurring in the so-called 
']amo)'tiu5 horizon' is prolific and consists ofat lcast 16 species offish and arthropods, 
many of which have been described by White, Ritchie and Rolfe. In recent years 
damage has been caused to the site by the actions ofcommercial fossil collectors, and 
the proposed management agreement is intended to prevent any recurrence of such 
problems. Full details of access arrangements following the conclusion of the 
agreement will be published in Earth Science Conser-cation. 

HORNCHURCH RAILWAY CUTTING, ESSEX 
In April 1983, the Geological Conservation Review Unit, in collaboration with 

specialists from the University of Cambridge and Birkbeck College, London, 
organised the excavation of one of the critical Pleistocene localities in Britain - the 
railway cutting adjacent to St Andre\v's Park, Hornchurch, type site of the 
Hornchurch Till, a deposit laid down at the southern extremity of the Anglian ice 
sheet. This till underlies gravel normally attributed to the Boyn Hill Terrace of the 
Thames. Hornchurch is the only site at which gravels of the 'post-diversion' Thames 
Valley come into contact with glacial deposits, and is thus of considerable 
significance for the correlation of the Thames terrace sequence with the glacial 
stratigraphy ofsouthern Britain. In the excavations, over 3m of the till was observed; 
of classic 'Chalky Boulder Clay' appearance, it contained abundant J urassic rocks 
and fossils whose low durability and distant sourcedcmand glacial rather than fluvial 
transport. Pebbles \\'ithin the till were found to be orientated west-north-west-east
south-east. This is somewhat anomalous, as traditionally the deposit has been 
pictured as part ofa till lobe occupying a north-north-east-south-south-west valley. 
An analysis of the lithologicaJ make-up ofclasts in the overlying4m offluvial gravel is 
being undertaken to assess the source of this deposit. Compositional analysis ofthe till 
and the gravel are still in progress, the first detailed study for nearly a century of this 
important and often quoted locality. 

PIMBO LANE BRICKWORKS SSSI, LANCASHIRE 
In order to fulfil an agreement to conserve a representative section through the 

Upper Carboniferous strata of Pimbo Lane Brickworks SSSI (Earth Science 
Consermtion 18, pp.9-10), Lancashire County Council carried out an extensive 
programme of reinstatement during March and April 1983. This involved the 
excavation of a new trench section on the periphery of the old site and the battering 
and seeding of the surrounding slopes. The excavation exposed the Upper and 
Middle Divisions of the Bassy Mine and replaces much of the old section, now buried 
beneath a refuse tip. In the interests ofsafety, it was not possible to expose the base of 
the Middle Division or the Lower Division as was originally planned. A permanent 
boundary fence will be erected around the site in the near future and a storm drain 
installed to prevent the trench flooding. Thanks are due to Dr R.M.C. Eager of 
Manchester Museum for his help and ad\·ice during the excavation, and to 
Lancashire County Council for carrying out the work to a very high standard. The 
site is once again ofvalue to geological education and research, and the new exposure 
provides a permanent and continuous section through a group of rocks rarely seen at 
the surface. Anyone wishing to visit the site should write to The County Surveyor, 
Lancashire County Council, PO Box 9, Guild House, Cross Street, Preston PRl 
8RD. Letters should be marked 'f.a.o. Waste Disposal Section'. 
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WILLIAM PENGELLY CAVE STUDIES CENTRE, 
BUCKFASTLEIGH, DEVON 

The William Pengelly Cave Studies Trust Ltd. is a national charitable 
organisation founded on December 1st 1962 for the furtherance of cave studies, 
conservation and research. Membersh~p is open to those interested in the promotion 
of the Trust's aims. The Trust publishes a Newsletter and a journal, Studies in 
Speleology, containing articles, especially review articles, on cave-study and 
conservation, and new methods and results ofcave-research, written by specialists for 
serious non-specialist readers. Over the years the Trust has developed the William 
Pengelly Cave Studies Centre in Higher Kiln Quarry, Buckfastleigh, Devon, on land 
belonging to the Royal Society for Nature Conservation. The quarry contains the 
entrances to five caves showing a variety of features of scientific interest; one, Joint 
~itnor Cave, has been set up as a palaeontological demonstration site. Tv.'o ruinous 
buildings on the property have been restored, extended and converted by the Trust 
to provide a cave museum, a lecture hall and accommodation and in the autumn of 
1983, these were officially declared open by Dr F.H. Perring, General Secretary of 
the RSNC as the William Pengelly Cave Studies Centre. 

The Centre is pleasantly situated on the side of Buckfastleigh Hill, overlooking 
the Dart Valley. It is convenient to the urban centres of South Devon, the coast and 
Dartmoor and is easily reached from the A38. The Centre can provide simple 
accommodation for up to 22 people on a self-catering basis. The facilities include the 
caves and limestone habitat of Higher Kiln Quarry, as well as a laboratory, field 
workshop and lecture room. The Warden is Mr W. Joint, 93 Oaklands Park, 
Buckfastleigh, S.Devon - tel (0364) 43612. 

8. CONSERVATION NEWS 
Progress with the Site Adoption SchelDe, first introduced in Earth Science 

Conservation 20 (p.29), continues, both in connection with sites featured in the East 
Mendips Geological Guide (see pp.36 - 37above) and elsewhere. A major expansion 
of the project in 1984 is sought so that there will at last be a means to maintain the 
quality of many of Britain's inland geological sites; these, if left unattended, would 
degrade naturally and revezetate. Anyone interested in undertaking physical 
managemen/af geological sites for conservation and educational purposes should 
contact Dr L.E. Richards at Foxhold House. 

At a recent Welsh Office seminar, research workers from the Polytechnic of 
Wales, who have been studying rock stability problems along the GlalDorgan 
Heritage Coast, presented a precis of their findings. The research project, funded 
by the Welsh Office, sought to identify the main modes of failure in the Lower Lias 
cliffs and to provide a data-base covering all geotechnical aspects of the strata within 
the study area. This information would be available to aid the design of any future 
coast protection schemes. As reported in Earth Science Conservation 17 (pp.21-22), 
Southerndown Coast SSSI, which lies within the Heritage Coast, was threatened by 
extensive coast defence works in 1979, but these proposals were dropped after 
opposition from NCC. It now appears that the Welsh Office are looking very 
critically at the justification of, and design for, coast defences along the Heritage 
Coast, an initiative which all geologists should welcome. 
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In recent months, the Forestry Com.m.ission have begun to prepare a series 
of 'Forest Conservation Plans', aimed at making the most of any features of nature 
conservation interest which lie within individual forestry plantations. This is good 
news for earth science conservation since over the years the spread of forestry 
plantations has obscured many features of geological or geomorphological interest. 
However, with the introduction of the Forest Conservation Plans, features of 
particular interest will now be preferentially cleared as part of the thinning and 
maintenance programme carried out by the Commission. 

The classic section spanning the AshgilVLlandovery boundary in &kelghyll 
Beck SSSI, Cum.bria, now belongs to the National Trust. In accordance with 
National Trust byelaws, persons wishing to take parties to the site and individuals 
wishing to collect specimens must now obtain permission in advance from the local 
National Trust office at Rothay Holme, Rothay Road, Ambleside, Cumbria. 
Continued heavy geological pressure on this site is causing marked deterioration of 
some of the outcrops; for this reason visitors are requested not to collect from the site 
except in the pursuit ofspecialist research. Stephen Drinkwater at the National Park 
Centre, Brockhole, Windermere, Cumbria, LA23 IL], can provide details of 
comparable localities and infonnation on other educational sites in the Lake District 
National Park. 

The Shropshire Conservation Trust has recently entered into an agreement 
with the owner ofNorbury Hill Quarry, Shropshire (SO 359928), whereby, on 
prior notification, the owner will allow access to the classic PeTltamems Beds sequence 
(Lower Llandovery). The quarry lies in the area where Whittard mapped the early 
Silurian shoreline around the southern flanks of the Longmynd-Shelve area. The 
strata are highly fossiliferous but visitors are urged to collect from screes rather than 
hammer unduly the small, 2 metre high, rock faces. Signs have been erected at the 
quarry, and an area ofalmost one hectare fenced off, using a generous grant from the 
Palaeontological Association's Conservation Fund. Geologists should enter the 
quarry through a gate on the NQI'bury to Linley road, after first obtaining permission 
from the owner, Mr C.C. Edwards, Freehold Fann, Norbury, Shropshire. 

During 1983, the Malvern Hills Conservators completed the purchase of the 
Gullet Quarry and have already made some important changes designed to lessen 
the visual impact of the long-disused workings and to improve safety for visitors, 
while maintaining the geological interest. Before the northern face of the quarry can 
be visited a pennit must be obtained from the Malvern Hills Conservators, Grange 
Road, Malvern, giving details of the objectives of the visit and the approximate size 
of the party. The unconformity between the Silurian (Llandovery) sediments and the 
Malvernian, cleaned early in 1981, has already been significantly damaged by 
student parties. Notices to be erected in this part of the quarry will state that the 
taking of geological specimens is an offence contravening the Malvern Hills 
Conservation Byelaws. It is hoped that visitors will in future take a more responsible 
attitude towards this important section whose very existence is threatened. 

At Collywell Bay, TynelDouth to Seaton Sluice SSSI, Northum.berland, 
as reported in Earth Science Conservation 20 (p.43), a Department of the Environment 
Inspector recommended that the application made by the local authority for grant
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aid for coast defences should be approved. However, he also advised that inspection 
chambers should be constructed as an integral part of the structure to ensure that the 
unique exposure ofcoal seams coked against a Tertiary dyke remains accessible. The 
Northumberland Wildlife Trust have now reached agreement with Blyth Valley 
Borough Council over the funding and management of the inspection chambers. 
Funds have been provided by an anonymous benefactor to the Trust and by a 
Nature Conservancy Council grant. The concrete caisson coast defences 
incorporating the inspection chambers are expected to be completed during 1984. 
Applications to visit the site should be made to the Northumberland Wildlife Trust 
Ltd., Hancock Museum, Newcastle upon Tyne. 

The Llanrhian Community Council and the Pembrokeshire Coast National 
Park Ranger have recently expressed concern about the problems caused by 
geological overuse of certain exposures on the south side of Abereiddi Bay, Dyfed. 
Hammering and collecting from the Caerhys Shales at the road junction (SM 
797710) is undermining the fence and walls and has produced dangerous overhangs 
of loose rock in the cliff immediately beneath. Geological parties are urged to make 
use of the exposures on the north side of the bay where a complete, but overturned, 
section through the Llanvirn Series into the Llandeilo-Caradoc Shales can be seen 
and there is plenty ofloose material for examination and collection. Permission must 
be obtained in advance from ~r Morris of Barry Island Fann, Llanrhian, 
Haverfordwest, Dyfed. On no account should geologists examine the ruined walls of 
the old cottages behind the northern end of the car park, as this has already caused 
much annoyance to the local community. 

Ravenhead Brickworks SSSI, Lancashire, is one of a series oflocalities in 
the Wigan area providing a world-wide standard reference for the Westphalian A 
Stage of the Upper Carboniferous. The pit is now disused and is regarded as a danger 
to the public by the owners of the site, Steetley Brick Limited, who have sought 
pennission to infill. A compromise proposal, which involved infilling part of the site 
while ensuring that a lOOm long representative section remained available for study, 
was suggested by NCC. This option was not accepted by the company and planning 
permission for infilling was subsequently refused by Lancashire County Council. To 
date, the company have not exercised their right of appeal against the decision, but 
there remains the possibility that the application will be resubmitted. 

l' . 
Strontfiln Lead Mine, Lochaber - one of Britain's most famous disused 

mines - is shortly to be reopened and arrangements have been agreed to ensure that 
re-working will not cause undue damage to the mineralogical interest. The mineral 
strontianite was first identified from this site and the rare barium zeolites brewsterite 
and harmotome have also been identified. The dumps associated with previous 
mining are now almost barren of useful material and the proposal to extract barytes 
for use in North Sea drilling operations has therefore come at a timely moment. The 
operators have given assurances that access to any safe workings or spoil tips will be 
allowed during the life of the mine and that they will attempt to conserve the more 
valuable features of geological interest when working at the site eventually ceases. 

In Earth Science Conservation 20 (pp.2-1O), recent developments which had 
affected Chesil Beach SSSI, Dorset, were reported. A new coast defence scheme is 
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now under way and the performance of its most controversial part - gabion 
mattresses - is now being monitored by the coast protection authorities. Since the 
monitoring programme began, no major storms have occurred, preventing any 
assessment under severe conditions. Construction of the interceptor drain, another 
element of the sea defence scheme, is scheduled to begin in the Spring of this year. 

In October 1983, the Conservation Volunteers, under guidance from the 
Geology and Physiography Section and the Schools Service Department of Bristol 
Museum, cleared a roadside section in Lower Lias at Penoyquick Bridge, Bath, 
Avon. The project forms part of a scheme to provide new exposures for ed.ucational 
use in the Bath area. Further information about the section is available from Andrew 
Mathieson, Schools Service Department, City Museum, Queens Road, Bristol. 

9.	 GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION REVIEW 
REVEALS NEW DINOSAUR REMAINS 

During September 1983 remarkable vertebrate finds were made in a series of 
quarries known to geologists for almost two centuries. In 1818 Miss Etheldred Benett, 
the first woman geologist', published an account of the rocks and fossils of a stone 

quarry in South Wiltshire. Over the years since then this quarry has yielded 
abundant fossil remains of many marine and freshwater molluscs, fish and 
crustaceans. 

As part of its systematic countrywide survey and re-assessment of geological 
sites, the Geological Conservation Review Unit, in collaboration with interested 
research workers, is examining all such historicallocalit ies. When the quarry studied 
b} :'vliss Benett was reinvestigated, it \'I!as found to reveal some remarkable features 
including a sand deposited in an estuary or shallow sea but containing abundant 
remains of plants and animals derived from the land. These included coniferous 
trees, crocodiles, 'dinosaurs' and freshwater snails, and their occurrence in such an 
environment makes the deposit unique. Nothing similar has ever before been found 
in]urassic marine rocks ofsuch late age in Britain or in Europe - an age comparable 
with the famous 'dinosaur'-bearing deposits of the western United States. The 

iltshire deposit lies within a marine sequence much earlier that the Wealden or 
Purbeck environments which it anticipates. So far four 'dinosaur' species have been 
found, as well as two species of crocodile and several gastropods, ostracods and 
bivalves never previously recorded in rocks of equivalent age. 

During two weekends in September, the deposit was carefully excavated by 
hand by fifty volunteers drawn from the Open Univer.,ity Geological Society, the 
Southampton Geology Field Study Group and Oxford University Museum; without 
their services the project would not have been possible. The excavations revealed 
bones and teeth of widely varying size, ranging from massive limb bones and large 
teeth of sauropod and Megalosaurus-Iike dinosaurs to the minute teeth of sharks and 
miniature crocodiles like Bernissartia, as well as fragile bones of pterosaurs. Other 
finds include abundant remains of the 'Swanage crocodile' Comop/w/is, and Iguanodon
type and Diplodocus-like teeth. Research continues into the interesting insights the site 
affords of late]urassic environments. 
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While the excavations were in progress, they attracted much attention from the 
media, the project being featured in five television and six radio programmes and 
many articles in the national and local press. 

10. INTERNATIONAL UNION OF 
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES SUBCOMMISSION 

ON CARBONIFEROUS STRATIGRAPHY 

In recent years, the Subcommission has taken a considerable interest in sites in 
Great Britain, and has decided to locate many of the stage boundary stratotypes 
here. Needless to say NCC has been following these activities with some attention 
and has adopted a policy of scheduling as SSSIs the stratotypes as they are chosen. 
Fortunately a member of the GCR Unit belongs to the Subcommission and has been 
able to represent the NCC's interests at the meetings, the latest of \vhich was held in 
September 1983, in Madrid. On this occasion, two topics formed the bulk of the 
business: - the definition of a mid-Carboniferous boundary and the formalisation of 
the stratotypes for the lower three V\'estphalian stages, in the Pennines Coalfield. A 
third topic which was to have been discussed - the standardisation of the Russian 
chrono-stratigraphical classification - had to be postponed because the Russian 
delegates could not attend. 

The discussions on a mid-Carboniferous boundary were a continuation of those 
held during the 1981 Subcommission meeting in Leeds. After much debate, a motion 
was proposed and unanimously accepted to use the first occurrence of 
Declinognathodus noduliferus and the last occurrence of Cnathodus girt)'i simplex (both 
species ofconodont) as the definitive indices to the boundary. Work is now going on 
to select a stratotype for the boundary in the well-exposed carbonate sequences of 
North America, and hopefully a decision on this will be made at the Subcommission 
meeting in Argentina (1985) or Peking (1987). The chosen boundary seems to 
coincide with the base of the Chokerian Stage in the classification currently used in 
Britain. However, it does not coincide with the horizon which has been traditionally 
used in this country to divide the Carboniferous into two subsystems (i.e. the base of 
the Pendlei<!Jf4Stage and of'\he Namurian Series). The change in chronostrati
graphical nomenclature required by this decision of the Subcommission is to be 
adopted immediately by the NCC. The terms Silesian and Dinantian will no longer 
be used but usage of the terms Lower Carboniferous and Upper Carboniferous wiil 
be introduced, with a boundary placed at the base of the Chokerian. 

Since 1971, it has been recognised that the boundary stratotypes for the three 
lower Westphalian stages should be located in the Pennines, but a series ofdelays and 
disputes has prevented their formal ratification by the Subcommission. The proposed 
sites were eventually visited by the Subcommission in 1981 (Earth Science Conservation 
19, p.32) and during the Madrid meeting they were finally given formal approval. 
The only difficulty remaining is the names they should be given. The working group 
dealing with this problem had proposed that they should be called Langsettian, 
Duckmantian and Bolsovian, but certain members of the Subcommission, 
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particularly those whose native language is not English, found these unacceptable. 
This problem is now being reinvestigated by the working group. It is however, a 
relatively minor point - what is important is that the boundaries between the stages 
have at long last become fixed. Needless to say, the sites where the three stratotypes 
are located (River Don, Duckmanton Railway Cutting, River Doe Lea) are in the 
process of being notified as SSSIs. 

The problem of the definition of the fourth Westphalian stage, currently known 
as the Westphalian D, was also briefly discussed. No decision was made on the 
location of this boundary stratotype, but there was some suggestion of investigating 
the Asturian Coalfield in Spain. However, the kind of mixed marine/non-marine 
sequence present here is not an ideal choice for a stratotype, since it cannot provide a 
continuous sequence in either the marine or non-marine facies. Probably the best 
non-marine sequence through the Westphalian C-Westphalian D boundary is in 
South Wales, and this must be regarded as one of the leading candidates for selection 
as the stratotype area. Any decisions by the Subcommission on this point will be 
followed closely by NCe. 

11. VISITS TO WORKING QUARRIES 
POSITION OF THE MINES AND
 

QUARRIES INSPECTORATE
 

Recently, NCC geological staff have been encountering more and more 
instances where quarry operators are carrying out works detrimental to the long
term conservation of quarry-faces, especially the grading and battering back of rock 
faces to low-angle slopes and the buttressing of high faces with spoil heaps. The 
explanation usually offered is that these works are required by the Mines and 
Quarries Inspectorate in the interests of safety, even though rock faces of value and 
interest to geologists are lost in the process. In order to clarify the position and 
discover what criteria were used by the Inspectorate to determine when and where 
such works were required, NCC officers met the Principal Headquarters Inspector of 
Mines and Quarries in September 1983. During the meeting it was discovered that 
the Inspectorate does not have a general policy to grade, batter or buttress all 
non-active quarries, but that each Inspector is responsible for ensuring the safety of 
the workforce at all quarries within his area, and has discretionary powers to 
determine what works are necessary. The Principal Headquarters Inspector 
acccepted, however, that such precautions could have a damaging effect on 
geological interest and agreed that in many cases there could be ways ofensuring the 
safety of the workforce without obscuring all the rock faces in the process. Cases 
would, however, need to be looked at individually and approaches from NCC are to 
be channelled through'the Inspectorate's Headquarters. 

NCC are now seeking information on working quarries which are notified as 
SSSIs where they are also the subject of'safety works', specified by local Inspectors, 
which are causing damage to the geological interest. Anyone with any relevant 
information should contact Dr K.L. Duff at Foxhold House. 
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